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Introduc)on 

 

This article explores the Hip Hop legacy of DJ Kool Herc who arguably created Hip 

Hop 50 years ago in a party on August 11, 1973. The 1520 block of Sedgwick Avenue 

in the Bronx where Herc allegedly started the “Hip Hop” was turned into “Hip Hop Blvd” 

by mayor of New York City Bill de Blasio who “signed [the] bill into law” which renamed 

the block in 2016.1 The term ‘Hip Hop’ is in scare quotes because Hip Hop originally 

was known as “jamming” when early “Hip Hop” enthusiasts asked from each other 

where a DJ was jamming (playing music). The term ‘Hip Hop’ began to connote various 

activities around the DJ like music playing, dancing, MCing (Rap), and graffiti years 

later between the late 1970s and the early 1980s.2  

 

I will look first into the beginning of two most essential parts of Herc’s Hip Hop legacy 

in their own chapters: Hip Hop music, and its dancing which became to be known as 

Breakdance. Then, the Hip Hop music and Breakdance are connected with earlier 

authentic Jazz and Jazz-related music styles and dances, and finally the beginning of 

the Finnish Hip Hop scene is examined until the end of 1984 when Rap music and 

Breakdance had made their breakthrough among the Finnish general public. The main 

idea of this article is to look critically into the essential features of those issues and 

bring the Hip Hop research in that regard up to date 50 years after the alleged 

beginning of Hip Hop. Thus, the article is not a comprehensive study of the issues that 

are examined in it, while those areas of Hip Hop which are not clearly connected with 

the Hip Hop legacy of DJ Kool Herc are excluded.  

 

Especially, graffiti, which was important at the beginning of the Finnish Hip Hop scene 

in the 1980s (see chapter ‘The Beginning of the Hip Hop Scene in Finland until 1984’), 

is mainly excluded from this study because the connection between graffiti and Hip 

Hop has been argued in the US where some of the original representatives of graffiti 

have disputed the connection, and also some of the pioneers of Hip Hop like 

Grandmaster Flash have questioned the connection between graffiti and Hip Hop. 

Although Kool Herc was a graffiti writer before his Hip Hop DJ career, he was not the 

inventor of graffiti. On the other hand, according to Hip Hop historian Steven Hager, 
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graffiti was connected with Rap as late as in 19803, which was years later after 1973 

when Hip Hop was allegedly born. 

 

I wrote a book about the connection between Hip Hop and authentic jazz dances, 

which Music Archive Finland published in 2021.4 This article uses parts of the book 

chapters. At this moment, the book is only in Finnish, which is one reason why this 

article is in English for disseminating the ideas of the book to a wider audience while 

this article also elaborates on the book chapters, especially regarding the jazz 

connection of the Hip Hop legacy of DJ Kool Herc and the beginning of the Finnish 

Hip Hop Scene until 1984. Music Archive Finland has kindly provided various music 

magazines and other sources for this study, for which I am very grateful to them. The 

Finnish music magazines like Blues News, Soundi, and Suosikki, which Music Archive 

Finland has archived, have been crucial in the chapter of the beginning of the Finnish 

Hip Hop scene. Also The National Library of Finland kindly provided some of those 

magazines, and, in particular, regarding my book, on which this article is partly based, 

materials from the New York Public Library (the NYPL) were crucial in writing the book, 

for which I am very grateful to the NYPL. 

 

As always in research, there are more people involved in it than the one who writes 

the study. Therefore, I would like to thank those who have helped to make this article 

possible. First of all, I want to thank Music Archive Finland and especially its director, 

Juha Henriksson, for publishing this article. I want to thank the staff of Music Archive 

Finland, Maaret Storgårds, Jutta Ala-Äijälä, and Jouni Eerola, who were always very 

helpful when handling material requests and also suggested various materials for this 

research. I am very grateful to Mikael ‘Pimpu’ Kajander who kindly provided articles 

and information about the early Hip Hop scene in Finland he was part of. 

 

I am very grateful to those who have researched and interviewed the early Hip Hop 

representatives throughout the years and provided their research and interviews to the 

general public. In that regard, I want, in particular, to thank Hiski Hämäläinen for 

interviews with the Finnish Hip Hop representatives, and Troy L. Smith, JayQuan, ‘The 

Culture.. Since 1971’ YouTube channel, and Sir Norin Rad for conducting interviews 

with the Hip Hop representatives in New York. Without any of you this would have 
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never happened. I want to thank also those with whom I have had a chance to talk 

about the authentic jazz dance and music scene throughout decades. But, in the first 

place, I want to thank DJ Kool Herc and all the other pioneers of Hip Hop who paved 

the way for the later Hip Hop generations. DJ Afrika Bambaataa is excluded from that 

because of serious allegations of child molestation. His name is mentioned in this 

article only for his musical importance in the past.5 If I forgot to mention you and you 

deserve to be mentioned, I am sorry about that and say thank you!  

 

Harri Heinilä 
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Hip Hop Music 

 

The birth of Hip Hop music goes back to the early and mid 1970s. Jamaican-born Clive 

Campbell, who is known by the stage name Kool Herc, is usually mentioned as the 

father of Hip Hop music. Arriving in the Bronx, New York in 1967, Campbell brought 

with him the idea of large sound systems with powerful bass accents that were popular 

in his former hometown of Kingston, Jamaica. His musical alter ego, Kool Herc, used 

a similar idea in the public events in the Bronx in the 1970s and succeeded because 

of the superiority of his sound system.6 Despite the Jamaican sound influences, the 

sound system of Amazing Bert, a Bahamian student at the Fordham University, worked 

ultimately as a blueprint for Herc who wanted his sound to be good and clear as if he 

had been “simulating a band”.7 However, Reggae music, which was popular in 

Jamaica, was not popular with his Bronx audience. At first, Herc tried to offer Reggae 

to his audience, but they were not receptive to it. He realized that the African American 

audience in the Bronx at the time had a much higher appreciation for James Brown 

and Funk music Brown represented.8 

 

Observing the reactions of his audience, Herc found that the dancers responded 

enthusiastically to so-called break sections of his music, which were dominated by 

percussive instruments such as drums and other percussion instruments as well as a 

bass and rhythm guitar. After realizing the potential of breaks among dancers, he 

started playing these breaks in succession to keep his dancing audience engaged for 

longer. This led to a revolutionary DJ technique that Herc called the 'Merry Go Round'.9 

"Hip Hop" thus began as dance music.10  

 

Mixing as a DJ technique was already known prior to Kool Herc's invention.11 From 

the end of the 1960s, there were DJs in New York, who continued the previous song 

by mixing it with the rhythms of the next song. One of them was Francis Grasso who 

pioneered the beat mixing technique. When the mix is done correctly, the listener will 

not notice any rhythmic interruptions in this transition between songs. The main 

difference between Herc and others' mixing of the songs was the rhythmic expression 

of the songs: Herc focused on the songs containing break parts, playing those breaks 
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and also repeated the same break continuously with the help of two record copies. 

This was exceptional among DJs of the time.   

 

Two concepts have been created to illustrate the difference between the DJs Kool 

Herc represented and the other DJs: 1) Disco DJ is a DJ who focuses on the "whole" 

song, and 2) Hip Hop DJ is a DJ who focuses on the breaks. The Disco DJ 

concentrates on mixing songs together without rhythmic interruptions, and the Hip Hop 

DJ concentrates on joining the break parts of the songs together to create a groove, 

i.e., a continuous percussive rhythmic expression. Although these concepts were 

defined mainly afterwards, the terms ‘Hip Hop DJ’ and ‘Disco DJ’ / ‘Disco Deejay’ 

existed in the past. The former has existed since 1984 at the latest, and the latter was 

used in the middle of the 1970s to describe a music programmer who decided the 

songs by the popularity of the songs among the disco audience.12 

 

Later, the importance of the Bronx and Kool Herc in creating the break beats 

phenomenon has been downplayed. On the one hand, it is argued that the Bronx DJs 

with their breaks only copied what DJs in Manhattan, Brooklyn, and Queens already 

did, and on the other hand, Kool Herc's central role as the father of Hip Hop is 

criticized. It is clear that DJs outside of the Bronx also played Funk music of the time, 

in addition to other styles of music such as Disco and Rhythm and Blues. Thus, there 

were no clear differences in musical genres between the Bronx and the rest of New 

York. There were also no significant differences between the boroughs regarding the 

size of the sound system equipment: like in the Bronx, powerful sound systems were 

used in Brooklyn and Queens as well.13 

 

The difference between the Bronx and the other areas of New York was musically the 

break beats phenomenon that originated in the Bronx. Other areas of New York 

continued to focus on playing the song as such, while the break-based Hip Hop music 

was born in the Bronx.14 Other DJs outside the Bronx, especially Walter Gibbons, 

allegedly also mixed percussion breaks together at that time, and the aforementioned 

Francis Grasso allegedly picked up drum breaks from recordings already in 1969, but 

there is no evidence of that their “break beats” had become a significant phenomenon 

in the emerging “Hip Hop” scene in a similar way to the Bronx break beats.15  
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According to an original b-boy (dancer) Anthony 'Cholly Rock' Horne, the original 

‘going off’ (later known as Breakdance) phenomenon was based on the breaks of 

specific recordings, such like James Brown's “Give It Up or Turn It Loose” (so-called 

live version), Incredible Bongo Band's “Apache”, The Dynamic Corvettes' “Funky 

Music is the Thing”, and Baby Huey's “Listen to Me”.16 Although Funk music was 

played also outside the Bronx, for example in the form of the mentioned James Brown 

song, Kool Herc focused on Funk breaks and the Funk-like breaks in other recordings 

which featured “funkiness” in those breaks.17 

 

The birth of Hip Hop has recently also been the subject of power struggles within the 

Bronx, especially between the East and West Bronx.18 Hip hop representatives of the 

former Bronxdale Houses, now Justice Sonia Sotomayor Houses apartment complex 

in the (South) East Bronx, have questioned Kool Herc's role as the father of Hip Hop 

and have claimed that Hip Hop was actually born on the grounds of their (South) East 

Bronx apartment complex. Thus, Kool Herc only copied their music culture. DJ Disco 

King Mario, Glynn Mario Halsey, is presented as the main evidence for the role of the 

Bronxdale Houses apartment complex in the creation of Hip Hop. He allegedly started 

his DJ career before Kool Herc and laid the foundation for Hip Hop culture, practically 

being the real father of Hip Hop.  

 

Disco King Mario’s role in creating Hip Hop is based mainly on oral memories which 

Hip Hop old-timers from the Bronxdale Houses have shared, and which have been 

brought out especially on the former Michael WayneTV (currently ‘The Culture.. Since 

'71’) YouTube channel since the 2010s, but also in the True First – Disco King Mario 

documentary from 2019. In those moments of recollection, the Hip Hop old-timers 

have reminisced about Mario’s music playing indoors and in parks, in particular, in the 

Bronxdale Houses and its vicinity. Arguably, Mario was a notable DJ or even a “Hip 

Hop” DJ already in 1971. 

 

Historian Seba Kwesi Damani Agyekum, who studied those interviews on the former 

Michael WayneTV YouTube channel, has suggested that either interviewees in the 

interviews wanted to present themselves more "authentically" as part of Hip Hop 
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culture and therefore they claimed almost systematically earlier dates for Hip Hop 

events than those events actually took place “[o]r they either just could not 

remember”.19 

 

The evidence in the form of so-called flyers, which are written and illustrated event 

advertisements, suggests to the contrary that Mario was a Hip Hop DJ in the late 1970s 

and in the early 1980s between 1977 and 1981. This was years after Kool Herc's "Hip 

Hop" beginning on August 11, 1973 when Herc held allegedly the first "Hip Hop" event 

in the recreation room of his home building at 1520 Sedgwick Avenue in the Bronx. 

There exists an index card type of advertisement (an “flyer”) of this event and a movie 

of one of Herc’s parties at the recreation room.20  

 

The “flyer” of the first “Hip Hop” party is claimed to be fake because Clark Kent, who 

was allegedly the “Klark K.” that is mentioned in the “flyer”, did not belong to Herc’s 

crew at that point.21 This is supported by the Twins (Kevin and Keith Smith) who started 

to go to Herc’s parties at 1520 Sedgwick Avenue in 1973 after hearing about them 

from their friends. At some point, they brought Clark Kent with them, which led Herc to 

pay attention to him. On the other hand, Clark Kent has described a dance contest 

which Herc brought to Kent’s neighborhood for challenging Kent who won the contest 

by beating one of Herc’s dancers and ended up joining Herc’s crew.22 Therefore, either 

Herc started organizing events in the recreation room prior to the first "Hip Hop" event 

or Herc knew another person named "Klark K." at that time, who was not Clark Kent. 

Otherwise, the “flyer” is probably fake. 

 

Grandmaster Flash, another Hip Hop pioneer, described in his memoir from 2008 the 

textual content of a flyer of a DJ Kool Herc event at the Cedar Park Rec Center in the 

West Bronx in May 1974, but the memoir does not include a picture of the flyer. The 

flyer allegedly mentioned, in addition to Herc, his DJ partners at the time, Coke La 

Rock and DJ Clark Kent, and two girls to whose birthday celebration the party was 

dedicated. The flyer supports the idea that “Hip Hop” was originally mainly for 

teenagers because only those who were between 16 and 18 years old were allowed 

to enter the event.23 There has also existed a flyer which depicts DJ Kool Herc and 
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Coke La Rock’s event at Webster P.A.L. at 2255 Webster Avenue in the Bronx in 

December 1976.24  

 

Recently, more of those Kool Herc advertisements from his early years as a “Hip Hop” 

DJ have surfaced when the international auction house, Christie’s, auctioned Kool 

Herc’s memorabilia in August 2022. Among the memorabilia, there were a flyer and 

an index card type of invitation that attest to Kool Herc’s DJ activity since 1974 if they 

are authentic. The earliest of them seems to be the index card type of “handwritten 

invitation to a rec room party at 1520 Sedgwick Avenue” in February 1974, which does 

not mention any others than Kool Herc, and then the flyer that advertises “A Kool Herc 

Production” at the Twi-Lite Zone Disco at 2003 Jerome Avenue in the Bronx on 

Christmas Eve 1974. Other flyers and index cards that mentioned Kool Herc were from 

1975 onwards. Among them was an agreement to rent the Executive Playhouse for “a 

D.J. Kool Herc party” in July 1975. Supposedly, it was the Executive Playhouse at 

1590 Jerome Avenue in the Bronx, although the address was not mentioned. The 

Executive Playhouse at that address was mentioned in a flyer of the memorabilia, 

which advertised “Another Boss Kool Herc Production” in November 1975.25  

 

It is unclear whether Kool Herc really played the breaks in his first “Hip Hop” party in 

August 1973 and when Disco King Mario began to play break beats. Original Bronx b-

boy Anthony 'Cholly Rock' Horne remembered that Mario played the break beats 

music as early as in 1974–197626. There is no soundtrack from Mario’s or from Herc’s 

early “Hip Hop” parties. Herc as the inventor of the break beats (b-beats) was brought 

out in two Kool Herc articles in July 1978. One of them stated that the breaks occurred 

"about four years earlier", which referred to the time around 1974. Journalist Nelson 

George, who wrote the article, said that Herc gave him that fact. In another article from 

July 1978, Herc explained that he had “been spinning for five years” while the break 

of the Incredible Bongo Band's 1973 song “Bongo Rock” gave him the idea to play 

those breaks back-to-back.27 

 

The idea of the Bongo Rock song as the source of the break beats refers to 1973 as 

the year when Herc started to play the breaks. In journalist Steven Hager's originally 

in 1984 published study on Hip Hop, Herc stated that at the first "Hip Hop" event, he 
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played James Brown's “Give It Up or Turn It Loose”, which featured the breaks the first 

generation of Hip Hop has used, but he did not mention that he played these breaks 

separately from the rest of the song. The Twins, Kevin and Keith Smith, who 

participated in Herc's events since 1973, remembered that Herc played the whole song 

in these first "Hip Hop" events and they had to await the break part of the song. 

According to Hager's study, Herc played breaks after breaks, and rarely the whole 

song, when Herc moved his music to the Hevalo nightclub in the Bronx in 1975.28 The 

idea of Kool Herc as the creator of b-beats took hold to some degree because he was 

mentioned as “The Founder of B-Beats” in a flyer in 1980.29 

 

In 1982, when reporter Steven Hager wrote about the birth of Hip Hop for the Village 

Voice magazine, he emphasized Kool Herc's role in the birth of that phenomenon. 

Disco King Mario was mentioned only briefly in Hager's article without a reference to 

his "fatherhood" in inventing Hip Hop. In fact, “Kool [DJ] Dee”, whose name is Anthony 

Dew and who lived in the vicinity of the Bronxdale Houses apartment complex, was 

named in Hager's article as the first major DJ in the East Bronx area who – according 

to the article – played Disco music. Kool DJ Dee has confirmed his original role as a 

Disco DJ in an interview that was published in 2015, although he said that he 

converted to a Hip Hop DJ by 1973. Dee claimed to have been a DJ before Disco King 

Mario. Dee got Mario to play music after Mario initially carried Dee's music equipment 

and acted as Dee's manager. Dee also gave weight to Kool Herc's significance in 

DJing and even in Hip Hop by stating that only Kool Herc and Pete DJ Jones DJed in 

the Bronx before him.30 When asked later in an interview that was published in March 

2017 whether Mario was already active (in music) when Dee started in the parks, Dee 

stated31: 

 

No, no, no, [Mario] wasn’t, he wasn’t active at the time...You know people 

tell me that he was giving parties, so [he] probably had…some stuff and 

music giving in parties [in] the centers there...but…he wasn’t really really 

active until he got with me, and then we started, you know, we started 

doing things together...Because at first we was playing, I was playing 

music...he was like get[ting] me like really jobs...He [got] me a job working 

at a bar, something like that. That he probably was doing for me, and then 
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[as] gradually as he came on, he started to pick up the mic, he started 

talking and stuff like this… 

 

Mario's brother DJ Boogieman denied Kool DJ Dee’s claim of bringing Mario, or him, 

into playing music and claimed that, regarding the Bronx, he and Mario started their 

DJ career there in the early 1970s, and actually earlier than Kool DJ Dee. However, 

DJ Boogieman stated that they were only part of the beginning of Hip Hop. DJ Ronnie 

Ron, who was present when DJ Boogieman was interviewed, even remembered that 

Kool Herc “used to come out to help us to carry the crates and dancing…before he got 

his own set”.32 Kool Herc has not commented on the claims, and Disco King Mario 

died in 1994.33 In another interview, DJ Ronnie Ron admitted that Kool DJ Dee and 

Dee’s brother, Tyrone the Mixologist, got their “set” (music system) earlier than he and 

Mario.34 

 

Kool Herc has stated that he danced and listened to music at various events and was 

a DJ starting from the age of 16 (around 1971) before he began his Hip Hop DJ career, 

and he was allegedly even a b-boy35, so he was influenced by the surrounding music 

and dance cultures. Like Kool DJ Dee's claims, DJ Boogieman's claims were based 

only on oral memories that were published in the 2010s, without substantiating the 

events in question36. Thus, the reality and dates of the events they described are 

unclear. 

 

In an interview that was published on YouTube on July 2017, Kool DJ Dee clarified 

that he and Kool Herc were the only Hip Hop DJs he knew of in the Bronx for a few 

years. He had stated in the interview from March 2017 that there were “a couple of 

other players” in the Bronx at the beginning, in addition to Herc and him. He did not 

specify who were these other players, but he made it clear that they were not 

Grandmaster Flash or Afrika Bambaataa. Dee stated in those two 2017 interviews that 

Mario took the ‘Disco King’ title from J. J. the Disco King who worked with Dee at that 

time. J. J. the Disco King left Dee after Mario hijacked the title, and J.J. started to work 

with Pete DJ Jones who focused on Disco music. If Disco King Mario took his 'disco 

king' title from J.J. the Disco King who left after that, it must have happened in 1975 at 

the earliest. That is because a flyer that was shown in Dee’s July 2017 interview proves 
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that Dee still worked with J.J. the Disco King in 1975. Based on comments from Dee 

and others who were connected to Hip Hop in the Bronxdale apartment complex, 

Mario initially DJed just as Mario without the ‘disco king’ title. How long Mario was a 

DJ without the title is unclear.37  

 

David 'Busy Bee' Parker, who in the aforementioned True First – Disco King Mario 

documentary defended Mario's role as a significant pioneer of Hip Hop, described 

Mario more negatively in his interview in 2006. Parker gave credit to Mario for getting 

his start as a MC at Mario's gigs in the Bronxdale Houses area, which he attended in 

the latter half of the 1970s (and, according to flyers, between 1980 and 1981 as well). 

Parker claimed in the 2006 interview that Mario, like Kool Herc, was more of a sound 

system expert than an actual DJ, although both Mario and Kool Herc were DJs. 

According to Parker, Mario had another DJ playing music and Mario's contribution to 

Hip Hop culture was mainly related to the quality and volume of the sound. Parker also 

claimed that Mario got the idea for his sound system at Kool Herc's events where 

Mario visited and observed Herc in action.38 Later, in the Disco King Mario 

documentary, Parker supported his earlier claim of Mario’s interest in Herc’s DJing by 

stating that Mario promised him to “buy all that same shit Herc got” when Mario asked 

Parker to join his crew.39  

 

Similarly, John ‘DJ Jazzy Jay’ Byas, who also worked with Mario for some time and 

defended Mario’s Hip Hop legacy in the True First – Disco King Mario documentary, 

explained in his interview in 2009 regarding Mario’s role in Hip Hop: “Disco King 

Mario…was never much of a deejay, he didn’t really have much of a [record] collection, 

but he had the [music] system of doom…Mario was just more like a guy who came 

outside and he was a foundation of hip-hop, but he wasn’t – he didn’t lay down the 

groundwork”. 

 

When Dr. Mark Naison, who interviewed Byas then, asked whether Mario “didn’t mix 

things together, he had the system but not the skills?” Byas said “[r]ight” and told that 

Mario “was a pioneer”, but simultaneously he gave others, Afrika Bambaataa, 

Grandmaster Flash, and “Cool Herc”, more credit for Hip Hop and even stated that 

Kool Herc “was the creator, if it wasn’t for Cool Herc, you know we wouldn’t be doing 
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none of this hip-hop stuff”.40 Also Master Ice, who worked as Afrika Bambaataa's MC, 

but knew Mario as well, has belittled Mario’s role in the break beats. According to him, 

Mario used only 9–10 break beats recordings to play the breaks.41  

 

In 1984, journalist Steven Hager published a study on Hip Hop culture, which briefly 

discussed Mario. Some of the Hip Hop pioneers, such as David 'Busy Bee' Parker and 

DJ Grand Wizard Theodore Livingston, who in the True First – Disco King Mario 

documentary described Mario’s efforts as the central factor of Hip Hop culture or even 

the decisive factor in its birth, were quite silent on that in Hager’s 1984 study.42 This 

was partly due to Mario's decline in importance in the 1980s whilst other key Hip Hop 

DJs such as Kool Herc, Grandmaster Flash, and Afrika Bambaataa were still heavily 

involved in Hip Hop culture.43 At that time, Mario remained quite unknown to the 

mainstream audience. The scant mentions of Mario in Hager's 1982 article and in his 

1984 study as well as interviews with Anthony 'Kool DJ Dee' Dew and David 'Busy 

Bee' Parker suggest that Disco King Mario's role in the birth of Hip Hop was less 

significant than it has recently been argued. 

 

This does not deny that Mario was a Hip Hop luminary in the Bronxdale Houses 

apartment complex and its vicinity, being influential also elsewhere, as in the Co-Op 

City in the Bronx and in Manhattan in the 1970s. Along with his own performances, he 

got new DJs, MCs, and dancers involved in the emerging Hip Hop culture as the Hip 

Hop pioneers from the Bronxdale Houses and its vicinity have later recalled and flyers 

from the late 1970s and early 1980s suggest44. However, the aforementioned 

evidence tips the scales in Kool Herc's favor. The Bronxdale Houses laid the 

groundwork for the future Hip Hop culture, so its role in this process cannot be ignored, 

but Kool Herc's DJing was a decisive factor in the transformation of a "Hip Hop" music 

culture into the real Hip Hop music culture with the break beats. 

 

Some Hip Hop pioneers and researchers, such as Mark Katz and Joseph C. Ewoodzie 

Jr., have suggested that no single person can be named the father of Hip Hop because 

Hip Hop "was born" as a collective creation of the Bronx communities.45 In the big 

picture of Hip Hop, this explanation sounds quite natural, but it also enables the 

influence of other communities outside the Bronx on the beginning of Hip Hop: the 
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Bronx may no longer be the original home of Hip Hop. Eliminating the Bronx's role in 

introducing the use of breaks in early “Hip Hop” music would likely end the Bronx 

communities' claim of their role as the musical originator of Hip Hop, as communities 

outside the Bronx, such as Brooklyn and Queens, allegedly played – like the Bronx 

DJs did – Funk music that was used in “Hip Hop” from the beginning.  

  

Thus, the Bronx break beats phenomenon, confirmed and supported particularly by 

the two 1978 articles on Kool Herc, but also by the aforementioned flyers from Herc’s 

early years (1974–76), the movie from one of Herc’s parties, and oral accounts of Kool 

Herc's role as the initiator in 1973, is so far the best guarantee of the Bronx's decisive 

role in starting the musical part of Hip Hop culture – not forgetting the importance of 

his sister Cindy Campbell because the first "Hip Hop” event, after all, was organized 

to finance Cindy's school clothes shopping46. 
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Burning – Going Off (Breakdance) 

 

Resembling its position in Hip Hop music, the Bronx is traditionally recognized as the 

home of the “Breakdance” of Hip Hop, which includes as subdivisions the Burning 

(known also as Freestyle, Rocking, Uprock(ing), and Toprocking, et cetera) and Going 

Off (known also as Breaking, Break, B-Boying, Floor Rock, and Footwork, et cetera), 

although some of these terms like ‘Breaking’ and ‘Going Off’ have been used also 

interchangeably to describe the whole “Breakdance” phenomenon without any clear 

divisions. The term ‘Breakdance’ is in scare quotes because the break beats-related 

dancing allegedly was not called Breakdance at the beginning. The original idea of the 

Burning was to defeat the opponent by embarrassing him with pantomimic dancing 

and routines (sets of patterns). The opponent was ridiculed with various theatrical 

gestures, such as pretending to cut off the opponent's head and kicking it away, or 

pretending to eat potato chips and shoving a bag of potato chips in the opponent's 

face. The Burning phase of the “Breakdance” took place mainly between 1970 and 

1974.47  

 

The change from the Burning to Going Off happened in the first half of the 1970s. This 

meant going down to the floor, and staying and dancing there longer than in the 

Burning, in which the dancer mainly stood upright. In “Going Off”, dance moves were 

done frequently close to the surface of the floor or the ground. Going down to the floor 

and doing so-called floor moves there longer than in the Burning has been linked 

particularly to the South Bronx and there to the Twins, Clark Kent, and the b-boy group 

known as the D-Squad, but also to James Bond, and to Anthony 'Cholly Rock' Horne 

and others from the North Bronx. From these dancers, the D-Squad – which included 

dancers like Tony ‘Fuji’ Lalande, Melvin ‘Master Melvin’ Glover, Scorpio (Mr. Ness), 

and Nathaniel ‘Kid Creole’ Glover – was connected with Grandmaster Flash, whilst the 

others were connected with Kool Herc, and some of them were also connected with 

DJ Smokey and with the Zulus (Zulu Nation). The change from the Burning to Going 

Off really took place when Kool Herc started playing music in the West Bronx's Hevalo 

Club at the corner of East 180th Street and Jerome Avenue. According to Steven 

Hager, this happened in 1975.48 
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Kool Herc’s events featured a group of mainly African American b-boy and female b-

girl dancers who demonstrated early forms of the “Breakdance” with the help of Herc's 

break beats music. Graffiti artist and dancer Phase 2 as well as the regular visitors to 

Herc's events who were among his first b-boy dancers – the aforementioned Twins, 

Keith and Kevin Smith, and their friend Clark Kent – have stated that Kool Herc 

originated the term ‘b-boy’. According to Clark Kent, Herc designated his best b-boys 

as "A1 B-Boy", although according to the Twins, it was Coke La Rock who gave the 

"A1" title and only to one of Herc's b-boy dancers named Sa-Sa.49  

 

Some of the early “break dancers” who frequented Herc’s events like Trixie and Phase 

2 have denied having been originally b-boys, but they have admitted that they actually 

were b-boys when considered from the standpoint of later break dancers. Herc himself 

has explained ambiguously the term ‘b-boy’ by saying it originally meant the “boys that 

break…on somebody” by going to “the breaking point” until he and others began to 

apply the term to dancing. Herc’s statements suggest implicitly a violent nature of the 

term in its original context. This is supported by Grandmaster Flash and Afrika 

Bambaataa, who stated that these dancers sometimes hurt other dancers.50 

 

Anthony Horne, also known as Cholly Rock, who was a regular participant in Herc's 

events in the 1970s, has emphasized the significance of Kool Herc and the term 'b-

boy' in creating a positive image of this dance culture. Horne has seen the "aggressive" 

and unapologetically energetic style of the “Breakdance” as a counterculture of its 

time, which also created negativity in the surrounding Bronx communities. Dancing b-

boys were called by the derisive terms like "floor sweepers", "yo-yos", "rabbits" and 

"hippidy-hoppers", which described especially the vertical movement of these dancers. 

Horne’s comments on the original negativity of “Hip Hop” are supported by its other 

central figures like Kool Herc, who have underlined how outsiders looked down on the 

emerging “Hip Hop” scene. Horne has stated that the first generation of “break 

dancers”, the b-boys, became famous through their dance in their communities which 

at first did not understand the glory of the “Breakdance”. Also other early b-boys and 

“Hip Hop”-related dancers have confirmed that they succeeded in the local 
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communities, especially in Kool Herc’s events.51 Kool Herc, by using the term ‘b-boy’ 

in dancing, thus helped to put the emerging Hip Hop culture on the right track.  

 

While most of Kool Herc's dancers have recognized the importance of Herc’s events 

in the emergence of the “Breakdance” in the Bronx, Herc's role in the birth of the 

“Breakdance” has been questionable among them. Some of these dancers, such as 

Trixie, Pixie, Kevin and Keith Smith (the Twins), and Clark Kent, have stated that they 

started dancing prior to going to Herc's events. Clark Kent has emphasized that they 

were already experienced “break dancers” at that point. According to Kent, before 

participating in Herc's events, they went to dance competitions and danced especially 

at DJ Smokey's events in the Bronx and at the Chuck Center in Harlem.52 DJ Smokey 

later recalled that he started organizing his events in 1972, and MC Almighty KG, who 

started his career as a “break dancer”, remembered having seen the “Breakdance” at 

DJ Smokey's event around the same time. Therefore, the “Breakdance” was not 

necessarily born at Herc's music events.53 In any case, these dancers attended Herc 

events and thus recognized the suitability of these events for their dancing. As Clark 

Kent put it, Kool Herc's events were the kind of “Super Bowl" for the “Breakdance”.54 

 

The ‘(Get on) the Good Foot’ and ‘Black Spade’ dances have been suggested as a 

precursor of the “Breakdance”. James Brown published “Get on the Good Foot” song 

in 197255. After that it was possible to have a dance to this song. Hip Hop expert 

Michael Holman, editor Kristy Montee, Afrika Bambaataa, and the second generation 

b-boy Jorge ‘Popmaster Fabel’ Pabon have considered the role of ‘the Good Foot’ 

dance crucial in the beginning of the “Breakdance”.56 Holman has described the ‘Good 

Foot’ as a “freestyle” dance with spins and drops, in which a dancer [took] “steps raised 

high at the knee but [kept] the leg raised at the knee in the air for a beat before 

[dropped] it down and simultaneously [raised] the other leg, like a stop action drum 

majorette on beat.”57  

 

Some Hip hop activists and b-boys who have been connected, like Bambaataa, to the 

Black Spades gang in the Bronx have seen that the “Breakdance” was inherited from 

the Black Spade dance which the members of this gang danced, for example, to 

James Brown's “Soul Power” song, by using so-called heavy and hard-edged 
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"engineer boots".58 Anthony Horne, who has belonged to the original b-boys and the 

Black Spades gang, has demonstrated the Black Spade dance in an interview, and his 

example resembles 'the Good Foot' Michael Holman described.59 Therefore, the 

Spade dance is likely the same dance as the ‘Good Foot’. As far as those Kool Herc’s 

dancers who did not belong to the Black Spades are concerned, they likely did not 

know about the Goot Foot / Black Spade dance. However, it is possible that the Good 

Foot / Black Spade dance was part of those dancers’ “Breakdance”, who belonged to 

the Black Spades.60 

 

Perhaps unsurprisingly, also the Bronx’s role as the “Breakdance” innovator is 

questioned. Historian Joseph G. Schloss, with support from Brooklyn-related dancers, 

has challenged the Bronx’s claim of innovating the “Breakdance” by suggesting that, 

at the end of the 1960s, Brooklyn’s dancers of Latin American origin created the so-

called Rocking / Uprocking dance which, like the Burning, focused on embarrassing 

the opponent. Based on oral memories, Schloss has argued that Brooklyn dancers at 

that time danced to the Funk recordings which included breaks and they even dropped 

to the floor during the breaks in those songs when they did so-called "downrock" 

moves. Therefore, Kool Herc and his dancers allegedly, either by accident or even on 

purpose, copied the “Breakdance” culture the Brooklyn dancers had brought forth.61 

Schloss has claimed that Uprock(ing), which was originally called Rocking, was 

created in the Bushwick area of Brooklyn by Puerto Rican dancers in 1968. Uprock 

was based on "burning", and mocking or even fighting with the opponent, which clearly 

resembled the Burning in the Bronx.62 

 

Hip Hop historian and dancer Jorge 'Popmaster Fabel' Pabon has also claimed that 

Brooklyn’s Rocking dance, later known as “uprocking”, was born between the end of 

the 1960s and the beginning of the 1970s, and the Toprocking dance, which 

corresponds to the previously mentioned Burning, although Pabon did not mention 

that, possibly originated from Rocking, or Rocking at least influenced Toprocking. 

Pabon's description matches Schloss' description of this dance, but unlike Schloss, he 

has seen Toprocking and Uprocking as separate dances.63 
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Evidence from newspapers does not support Schloss’ and Pabon’s ideas of the 

beginning of Rocking / Uprocking. The terms 'uprock' and 'toprock' in their various 

forms and in connection with Brooklyn's Hip Hop dancing appeared with reference to 

the “Breakdance” for the first time in the American press likely in the early 1980s when 

the “Breakdance” was already quite well known.64 The claim of the "Rocking" dancing 

that Brooklyn dancers had allegedly developed in the late 1960s do not also receive 

direct support from the newspapers of that time.65 However, Rock and Roll dances like 

the Twist, Jerk, the Mashed Potatoes, and Boogaloo, which were danced solo or 

separately from the partner, were in fashion during the 1960s.66 This enables the 

existence of the alleged “Rocking” at that time, but does not strictly substantiate it.    

 

Otherwise, it is difficult to verify the veracity of Pabon's claims because there are no 

exact references to sources in his article on the subject, whereas Schloss' evidence is 

based solely on oral memories, which were brought out decades later after the alleged 

birth of the Uprock dance culture in the late 1960s.67 Schloss’ analysis of the Uprock 

dance culture also contains internal contradictions that suggest that the birth of this 

culture took place later than Schloss has claimed. First of all, the Uprock-related Funk 

music songs he points to are all from the early 1970s except for one.68 If the Uprock 

dance culture was already born at the end of the 1960s, it is quite unlikely that Uprock 

was danced only to one song for two years.69 Even the Bronx's alleged Spade Dance 

from the same era was not danced only to one song70. 

 

Secondly, Joseph G. Schloss' claim that the Bronx’s Burning and “Breakdance” culture 

was inherited from Brooklyn’s Uprocking is questionable according to the memories of 

the Brooklyn dancer he quoted. This dancer stated that he saw a Burning dance in 

Manhattan, New York in 1975. The Burning in Manhattan was clearly different from 

Brooklyn’s Uprocking. In Manhattan, the dancers did a "burning", similar to the Bronx’s 

Burning dance, in a circle formation without the Jerk dance pattern that was part of 

Brooklyn’s Uprocking. In fact, Schloss has admitted that the beginning of Brooklyn’s 

Rocking dancing is controversial.71 

 

Of course, it is possible that a phenomenon similar to the Bronx’s Burning dance 

culture would have arisen in Brooklyn between at the end of the 1960s and the 
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beginning of the1970s. It could have been part of Rock and Roll dances of the time, 

for example in the form of the previously mentioned Boogaloo, which was possibly 

later compared to the Bronx’s Burning. This connection between Boogaloo and the 

Burning was implied by the Bronx-based graffiti artist and b-boy Phase 2 who stated 

that they knew about Boogaloo.72 In any case, connecting Brooklyn’s Uprock dance 

culture with the Bronx’s Burning dance culture is quite speculative, given only 

recollections after decades without clear evidence of the early days of this culture. 

 

Brooklyn's role as the creator of the Rocking dance has been disputed by one of the 

Bronx’s original Rock dancers, Willie "MB" Estrada, who danced the Rock with other 

Puerto Ricans in the Bronx in the 1970s. He has claimed to have witnessed Vietnam 

War veterans’ aggressive combat Rock dancing in the Bronx in the late 1960s. 

According to him, this “Rock Dance” developed into a new version in the early 1970s, 

which resembled a "tribal dance". Estrada claimed that the Breakdance-like “floor 

moves” were associated with the Rock dancing as early as the end of the 1960s, and 

he has considered that the “Breakdance” of the 1980s developed from this dance.73 

Also the Bronx-based Phase 2 claimed to be responsible for a "Rocking" dance. He 

told journalist Steven Hager that he developed the "Battle Rocking", in which they 

fought each other with imaginary knives, and sometimes dropped down into a squat, 

which was similar to how Joseph Schloss described the Jerk pattern in Brooklyn’s 

Rocking. According to Phase 2, the “Battle Rocking” disappeared, but years later it 

was called "Up Rocking".74 

 

These views and memories of Rocking and the Rock dancing refer to the Rock and 

Roll dances of the 1960s, of which Boogaloo as an intermediate form between Mambo 

and Salsa was probably the most crucial.75 It is possible that even three separate pre-

phases of the Hip Hop dance culture developed in the Bronx and Brooklyn at the same 

time: the Burning / Freestyle culture of African Americans and the Rock culture of 

Puerto Ricans, both in the Bronx, and the "Rocking" / Uprocking culture in Brooklyn. 

Similarly, Joseph Schloss speculated that there could have been three separate pre-

phases of the “Breakdance” in the Bronx and Brooklyn, but the Bronx’s African 

American b-boying, as he called dancing to the break part of the songs, was possibly 
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influenced by the Uprocking or was even “a confluence of Latino and African American 

traditions”.76 

 

In the battle between the Bronx and Brooklyn, however, the scale tilts in favor of the 

Bronx. Just like in the break beats music, also in dancing to that music, the Bronx’s "b-

beats" culture and its dancers were referred to in the 1978 Kool Herc article at the 

latest (see page 26), and Brooklyn's “break dancers” were not in newspaper articles 

until in the 1980s (see page 20). The role of the Bronx as the originator of dancing to 

the break beats music is also supported by dance historian Thomas Guzman-

Sanchez, who studied Brooklyn’s Rock dancing: He has considered that the basic step 

of Brooklyn’s Rocking was “definitely different” compared to the Bronx’s “Top Rock” 

(the Burning), and the basic step, “a variation of the [Bronx’s] Rock dance step”, 

became a trend in Bushwick, Brooklyn “by 1977”.77 

 

The role of the Bronx's African American Burning and “Breakdance” culture has also 

been downplayed within the Bronx. Willie Estrada has emphasized the importance of 

Rock dance and at the same time also the Latin Hustle partnered dance as the 

essential Bronx culture of the 1970s by stating that Kool Herc and Afrika Bambaataa 

were unknown to many of Puerto Ricans in the Bronx in the early 1970s78, which was 

possible considering Herc's start as a "Hip Hop" DJ in 1973 and Bambaataa's similar 

start a few years later79. Estrada's claim that there was no “Breakdance”-related b-boy 

culture with floor moves in the Bronx in the early 1970s is also acceptable as the 

Burning dance culture of that time favored moves that were done in an upright position, 

but his claim that the “Breakdance” evolved from the Rock dance in the latter half of 

the 1970s is contradictory.80 

 

Willie Estrada questioned his own claim of the origin of the “Breakdance” by explaining 

how the Rock dancers he knew were doing floor moves in 1974, which resembled the 

later break dancers. If that type of dance moves were increasingly used in the Rock 

dance between the late 1960s and mid-1970s, as Estrada described, the 

“Breakdance” could be considered to have begun prior to the latter half of the 1970s. 

He has stated that some of his 1974 Rock dancing friends could be considered the 

first b-boys by concluding from the floor moves they did.81 
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Estrada's claims about the origin of the “Breakdance” are opposed to the 

aforementioned statements from the original Bronx-based African American “break 

dancers” and other Hip Hop activists regarding the origin and partially contradict how 

the Bronx-based Puerto Rican “break dancers” have considered it. Among the latter, 

Aby from The Bronx Boys crew has pointed out that the Bronx’s Rock dancing 

influenced their dancing alongside the original “break dancers” who represented the 

Bronx’s African American "go-off" style.82 Members of the Bronx’s Puerto Rican 

“Breakdance” groups have stated that they were taught by the Bronx’s African 

American “Breakdance” groups as early as the mid-1970s, and the African American 

“Breakdance” groups also included Puerto Ricans.83 Thus, the African American 

“Breakdance” in the Bronx was already happening in the mid-1970s. 
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The Jazz Connec)on of the Hip Hop Legacy of DJ Kool Herc 

 

As suggested in the previous chapters, the essence of the Hip Hop legacy of DJ Kool 

Herc comprises his roles in three phenomena: First, he is the creator of Hip Hop music, 

which means the Bronx’s break beats, known also as b-beats. Second, his break beats 

played an important role in the emergence of the “Breakdance” when the Bronx’s 

Burning was changing to the Going Off dancing, which meant going down to the floor, 

and staying and dancing there longer than in the Burning. Third, he allegedly created 

the term ‘b-boy’, which presumably helped b-boys (b-girls) to win fame in their 

communities that did not appreciate the “Breakdance” at the beginning. The jazz 

connection of this legacy is discussed next. 

 

Jazz dance is based on Jazz music and Jazz-related music styles.84 Kool Herc’s break 

beats were either derived from Funk music or they otherwise expressed “funkiness” in 

them as stated earlier. Overall, the “Breakdance” and also other Hip Hop-related 

dances are mainly danced to African American Funk music.85 Funk is based on African 

American Jazz, Soul, and Rock and Roll music, while Soul music is based on Gospel 

and Rhythm and Blues, from which Rhythm and Blues in turn formed the basis for 

Rock and Roll music that was also derived from Jazz-based Swing music, and from 

Country.86 Therefore, Funk is clearly part of the continuum of African American music 

styles. Herc has confirmed the jazz connection by stating that he was into Bing 

Crosby’s “White Christmas” and knew about Ella Fitzgerald, Nat King Cole, Nina 

Simone, and Louis Armstrong because his family had recordings from those artists in 

their household.87 

 

Dance researchers, and also old-time jazz and Tap dancers, have been aware of 

connections between African American dances and the “Breakdance” since the 1980s. 

Dance historian Sally Banes published a pioneering article about the emerging 

Breakdance in 1981. She wrote also other articles on this subject and was followed by 

studies from Hip Hop and culture historians like Michael Holman, Steven Hager, David 

Toop in 1984, and Robert Farris Thompson later in 1986.88 From the researchers, 

especially Sally Banes, Michael Holman, David Toop, and Katrina Hazzard-Donald 
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have agreed that Hip Hop-related dances are based primarily on earlier African 

American dances.89 According to dance historian Serouj Aprahamian, Tap and jazz 

dancer Charles ‘Honi’ Coles explained in the Dance Magazine in 1984 that 

Breakdance was “old stuff except for the fast spinning” and wondered where “the 

current break dancers discovered” the old steps,90 while jazz dancer Albert ‘Al’ Minns 

argued elsewhere that they did all the Breakdance steps at Harlem’s Savoy Ballroom 

in the 1930s, but maybe spinning on their heads.91  

 

Thus, it has been clear that the “Breakdance” and other Hip Hop-related dances at the 

very least resemble or even were inherited from earlier African American dances, 

which have been collectively called jazz dance since this term appeared by 1917 and 

was established by the end of the 1920s. In general, historians and cultural 

researchers, who have studied the connections between the “Breakdance” / other Hip 

Hop-related dances and African American dances, have agreed with earlier jazz dance 

researchers about the central importance of American slavery in the birth of African 

American dance: along with American slavery, European and African dance influences 

began to merge.92 

 

The present writer in this article uses the qualifier / prefix ‘authentic’ with the term ‘jazz 

dance’ to describe Jazz-related dances that have originated from the transatlantic 

slave trade that took place between Africa and the Americas, and from its ongoing 

aftermath. This relates to authentic jazz dancers like Al Minns, Leon James, Charles 

‘Cholly’ Atkins, and Pepsi Bethel, and researchers like Marshall Stearns and Mura 

Dehn, who used the qualifier / prefix ‘authentic’ with the term ‘jazz dance’ for 

distinguishing their jazz dancing from so-called ‘modern jazz dance’ which is also 

known as ‘theatrical jazz dance’ and ‘show dance’. The “modern jazz dance” has been 

based on Modern (Contemporary) dance and Ballet, although it has borrowed moves 

and steps from authentic jazz dances. The “modern jazz dance” with its Modern 

(Contemporary) dance and Ballet-like dance expression has represented very different 

dance forms compared to authentic jazz dances.93    

 

David Toop has found similarities between the music authentic jazz dancers have used 

for their dancing and the terms 'break' and 'breaking'. Likely, by utilizing jazz historians 
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Marshall and Jean Stearns’ ideas of the “stop time” expression as the base for his 

interpretation, Toop argued that break dancers danced to the break points in music, in 

a similar way to authentic jazz dancers improvised dancing to “silent” points in music 

or to “a solo instrumental break” in it. "Stop time" means a deliberate pause in music 

when the accompanist(s) plays “a chord every four or eight counts” to maintain the 

continuity of the rhythm for the dancer. Mainly Tap dancers danced to the "stop time",94 

but also, in particular, Lindy Hoppers and Mambo dancers did both improvised and 

choreographed steps to these musical breaks.95 

 

Correspondingly, break dancers have danced to the break beats music containing 

consecutive breaks. Cultural historian Robert Farris Thompson considered that the 

break in music was inherited from the African Kongo, from where this idea was 

transferred to Haiti and Cuba along with slavery. In those areas, people danced 

enthusiastically to the drum-filled breaks without melody.96 On the other hand, Sally 

Banes has suggested that the idea of "break" originated either from the improvised 

solo part of jazz, or from Haitian voodoo in which the term referred to "both drumming 

and dancing", or from French Guiana where the "body-breaking" ‘cassé ko’ dance has 

existed.97 In the Bronx, in addition to Puerto Ricans, there were Cubans of Spanish 

origin, for whom Mambo was of the great importance.98 This supports the idea of the 

Cuban origin of the breaks. 

 

Recently, dance historian Seroul Aprahamian has challenged the idea of the 

“Breakdance” had emerged from the musical breaks. Aprahamian argued that the term 

“breaking was simply the latest African American vernacular term applied to the 

dynamic movement of dancers.” (The word ‘dancers’ is in italics in the original text.) 

Regarding the testimony of practitioners of the “Breakdance”, Aprahamian’s 

argumentation is based on oral memories that have been recalled years later since 

the early versions of the “Break dance” like the Burning began to emerge between the 

late 1960s and the early 1970s.99 In one of the previously mentioned articles of the “b-

beats” in 1978, Herc explained that “the young dancers of the Bronx loved “breaks” in 

records” referring to the breaks as “sections” with “energetic Latin percussion work.”100 

Therefore, Herc confirmed that the musical breaks were connected with the young 

dancers in the Bronx. In other words, those dancers danced to the breaks. 
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The percussive and polyrhythmic dance style has been part of African American jazz 

dance, including Hip Hop-related dancers.101 This also goes to Mambo music and its 

dancers that have been part of Jazz and jazz dance. Mambo music was based on a 

powerful percussion group, which created the groove for Mambo dancers.102 Similarly, 

Lindy Hoppers of Harlem’s Savoy Ballroom in the 1950s danced to Mambo, and also 

to Be Bop music in so-called Be Bop Lindy dance, although some of the original Lindy 

Hoppers like Frankie Manning criticized the excessive use of drums in Swing music.103 

Tap dancers, such as 'Baby' Laurence Jackson and James 'Jimmy Slyde' Godbolt, 

worked with Be Bop musicians. Tap dancer Earl 'Groundhog' Basie emphasized the 

importance of percussion instruments in dancing by stating that tapping and playing 

drums were the same thing. In Be Bop, the drummer does not play a swing-like steady 

flow of rhythm with the bass drum, but the drummer can use the bass drum to strike 

accents in the middle of the flow of rhythm and add other accents and polyrhythms to 

it, which emphasizes the role of the drums in Be Bop music.104 

 

Other basic principles which both jazz dances and Jazz music share are particularly 

improvisation, call and response, and rhythm. Both authentic jazz and Hip Hop-related 

dancers have improvised and done choreographies in their dancing. For example, in 

the Charleston and Tap dances, this has happened when dancing solo while Lindy 

Hop and Mambo / Salsa dancers have done a Breakaway move, which means a 

separation of the partners when they first have danced as a couple in a closed position. 

This separation has allowed the partners to dance independently without directly 

depending on their dancing partners until the partners have returned to the couple 

formation.105 

 

Authentic jazz dancers have acted as part of the orchestra responding to music with 

the help of their dance steps and patterns. Music has told them how to dance.106 

Traditionally, jazz dancers danced to live music. In Hip Hop, dancers dance mainly to 

recordings.107 This has led to a clear distinction between authentic jazz dancers who 

preceded the Hip Hop phenomenon and Hip Hop-related dancers. In live music, 

communication (call and response) between the orchestra and the dancers has been 

possible. They have been able to respond to each other when the dancers have done 
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steps to the music played and when the musicians have responded with their playing 

to the dancers’ steps. As jazz dancer Sonny Allen has said: "There is no life in records." 

When dancing to recordings, the only communicator is the dancer, although it could 

be argued that a Hip Hop DJ with the break beats is the kind of live orchestra which 

communicates with the dancers via the breaks the DJ chooses.108 

 

Rhythm has been the starting point in authentic jazz dance. Jazz dancer Pepsi Bethel 

summarized this in a nutshell: without rhythm, there is nothing in jazz dance. The 

rhythm must be consistent109; it does not change randomly. Lindy Hoppers, Mambo 

dancers, Tap dancers, and break dancers (b-boys) have all emphasized the 

importance of rhythm in their dancing.110 In general, there have not been differences 

between authentic jazz dances and the “Breakdance” in other crucial features either. 

These features include several simultaneous movement centers in the dancer’s body, 

which means moving different parts of the body independently of each other, 

asymmetry and angularity in dance moves, mimetic expression when copying, for 

example, animals like snakes in authentic jazz dance Snakehips and spiders in the 

“Breakdance” move called the Spider, while martial arts were imitated in both authentic 

jazz dance and the “Breakdance”. Dancers did moves either towards the dance floor 

or along / close to the dance floor in both of them. Moving towards the ground has 

been typical in African dancing.111 

 

Sally Banes has found characteristics of the Charleston and Breakdown dances in 

Breakdance. According to her, both the contemporary Breakdance and Breakdown 

from the time of American slavery used fast and complex steps while Rock Steady 

Crew's Richard 'Crazy Legs' Colon’s rubberlegs style of walking in Breakdance was 

inherited from the Charleston dance.112 Indeed, Marshall and Jean Stearns considered 

the rubberlegs-like use of feet, which included particularly “a variety of high kicks”, to 

be part of the eccentric, distinctive but unclassified jazz dancing.113 Furthermore, 

Banes saw aspects of the Lindy Hop and Caribbean dances in Breakdance, although 

she did not elaborate on these similarities.114 

 

Michael Holman and David Toop have based their ideas of the similarities between 

Breakdance and earlier African American dances on Marshall and Jean Stearns' 
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descriptions of those dances in the Jazz Dance study. Michael Holman contended that 

the drops in the old Bullfrog Hop jazz dance are related to Hip Hop because they 

resemble drops in Brooklyn’s Rocking.115 Both Holman and David Toop referred to 

Dewey 'Pig Meat' Markham's claim in the Jazz Dance about the spin on the backside 

in the Black Bottom version, which jazz dancer Jim Green created. The spin clearly 

resembled the similar spin in Breakdance.116  

 

They have also found similarities between other Hip Hop-related dances like Popping, 

Locking, Electric Boogie, and authentic jazz dances. David Toop pointed to jazz 

dancers Ananias Berry from the Berry Brothers, who froze and melted “like frames in 

a film strip”, Brady ‘Jigsaw’ Jackson, also known as “the Human Corkscrew”, who 

could twist his body to almost impossible contortions, Tip Tap and Toe, a dance trio 

who “could slide in any direction”, and Albert ‘Pops’ Whitman who “spun like a top”.117 

Similarly, Michael Holman considered that the Moonwalk is reminiscent of the 19th 

century African American "Virginia Essence" and "Stepping on the Puppy's Tail" 

dances, in which the dancer moved forward in the former and backward in the latter in 

a Moonwalk-like fashion.118 It is also known that Tap dancer Bill Bailey used the 

Moonwalk-like step as his signature step decades before singer Michael Jackson 

popularized it.119  

 

David Toop probably referred to the jerky type of movements in Popping and Locking, 

and to the freezes in Breakdance, when he compared them to authentic jazz dances: 

the Itch which imitates scratching, the Shake dance in which the dancer moves 

exotically, and the Legomania that emphasizes angular movements of the legs and 

high kicks.120 Katrina Hazzard-Donald has pointed out that Popping and Locking have 

utilized the technical expression of the Jerk dance of the late 1950s and the Snakehips 

dance, decades older than the 1950s Jerk, was inherited from the time of slavery in 

the American South.121 

 

Holman has equated the circle formation of the Juba dance, from the time of American 

slavery, and its dancers, who danced in the middle of the circle, with the later circle 

formation break dancers and also Lindy Hoppers have used, although Holman did not 

mention Lindy Hoppers in this context. African American jazz dancers copied Russian 
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dancers they saw in the early 20th century, taking from the Russian dancers various 

acrobatic "drops, squats, sweeps, splits, tumbles, and flips”. These jazz dancers also 

copied the quick leg movement that the Kazotsky dancers did in a squatting position, 

but the jazz dancers moved their legs even faster than the Kazotsky dancers. Holman 

claimed that this borrowing from Russian dance had clear connections to many 

aspects of Breakdance: especially to the "top rocking, drops, [and] footwork” of 

Breakdance.122 On the other hand, Toop considered that the acrobatic aspect of 

Breakdance was inherited from the flips, spins and other similar patterns of African 

American acrobats from the 19th century.123 

 

Sergei Ivanov, who studied Russian break dancers, has claimed that the American 

tour of Russian folk dance choreographer Igor Moiseyev's dancers in the late 1960s 

led to the adoption of “Russian Steps” dance style in the United States.124 However, 

the connection between these dancers and American break dancers is unclear, and 

secondly, Moiseyev's dancers toured the United States already in the early 1960s.125 

Nor was Russian dance completely unknown in the United States at that point. African 

American dancers like Ida Forsythe and Dewey Weinglass used Russian dance steps 

decades before that in the early 1920s.126 

 

The Berry Brothers, the Nicholas Brothers, and Albert ‘Pops’ Whitman and Louis 

Williams among others represented jazz and Tap dancers who used spectacular and 

surprising “flash steps”, especially splits, drops, spins, and flips, which was called 

“flash dancing”. The “flash steps” resembled the acrobatics of Breakdance. African 

American singers like James Brown and Jackie Wilson utilized these acrobatic, showy 

“flash steps” in their performances.127 Particularly, James Brown, the Nicholas 

Brothers, and also one-legged Tap dancer Clayton ‘Peg Leg’ Bates served as role 

models for the early “break dancers” starting from the Burning era and continuing into 

the Going Off era, whilst contemporary break dancers have looked up especially to 

James Brown, which shows a clear continuity between flash dancing and 

Breakdance.128 

 

Over the years, Breakdance and jazz dance-related enthusiasts, and various 

organizations like libraries have uploaded old film clips to the Internet, especially to 
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YouTube.129 These film clips show similarities between earlier jazz dances and 

Breakdance. The oldest of the film clips that show the similarities is probably The 

Pickaninnies that was filmed in 1894. In it, three African American dancers danced the 

Buck Dance, which was the general term for the African American "tap dancing” of that 

time. In the case of the film clip, this meant Jig and Breakdown. The dancers executed 

steps that resembled the time step of Tap dance and movements similar to the floor 

moves that were done in the Burning and Breakdance. It may have been the first short 

film to feature African American dancers.130  In another short film, A Street Arab, filmed 

in 1898, a young boy performed a head spin in the style of Breakdance, in addition to 

other acrobatic moves he did.131 Later, in 1963, jazz dancer Sterling Bough from the 

Norma Miller and Her Jazz Men group did a similar head spin.132 

 

A prime example of a dance sequence that was based on "flash steps” and clearly 

resembles modern Breakdance is The Mills Brothers' short film The Caravan from 

1942.133 In The Caravan, the "break dancer" moved to the middle of the circle the 

spectators formed. The dancer started with the Charleston-like movement resembling 

Toprocking / Uprocking, continuing into a back flip until he dropped face down to the 

ground, and proceeded into spins he did by rotating his body horizontally with the help 

of his hands and feet. Then, he got back up, spun, and did an Eagle Rock type of jazz 

dancing until he finally left the middle of the circle.134 Decades later, b-boy Lil’ Boy 

Keith from the Zulu Kings group did the similar continuous horizontal spins on the 

ground in a film clip that was probably filmed in the 1980s. He called it “The Spinning 

Top” and claimed to have created it.135 

 

James Berry of the Berry Brothers did several spins on his rear end in the Lady Be 

Good in 1941. The Berry Brothers did also spectacular splits in this movie. James 

Berry repeated his backside spin in the Boarding House Blues movie in 1948, 

resembling the similar Breakdance spin. Fayard and Harold Nicholas, also known as 

the Nicholas Brothers, did spectacular splits in many of their appearances, but in the 

Down Argentine Way in 1940, Fayard Nicholas did repeatedly those splits on the floor, 

spinning between them, which resembled the floor moves of Breakdance.136 
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Pops Whitman and Louis Williams performed challenging acrobatic patterns and 

vertical multiturn spins which led into quick splits and drops to the floor, but they did 

the Breakdance-like “floor moves” only for a short time in the early 1940s film Hit 

Parade of 1943. Apart from those brief moments with splits and drops, they did not do 

prolonged “floor moves” by staying down on the floor as it was done in Breakdance, 

although, based on written descriptions, especially Pops Whitman otherwise did 

prolonged “floor moves”.137 

 

The Four Step Brothers, an acrobatic Tap dance group, did splits and got back up 

quickly between the splits, in a similar way to other groups did their “flash steps”, as 

well as they did spectacular acrobatic flips, but also a pattern in which the members 

of the group fell backwards to lean on the floor with the help of their hands and feet 

while their bodies moved and spun around to the beat of fast music, as they did in the 

Shine on Harvest Moon movie in 1944.138 Earlier, in the Pardon My Sarong movie in 

1942, one of the members of the trio Tip Tap and Toe did a similar pattern without 

spinning, while another member of the trio did a Breakdance-like continuous pattern, 

in which he danced on his knees on the floor.139  

 

The “falling backwards to lean on the floor with the help of hands and feet” pattern, in 

which the dancer could also drop down first before (s)he fell backwards, was well 

known because also other “flash dancing” groups and jazz dancers did it: A dancer in 

the Smash Your Baggage short movie in 1932 (Another dancer who jumped rope in 

the movie did ”the knee-drop” which was called later as the ”Pin Drop” in the 

”Breakdance”.), Sweets of Slim and Sweets in 1943, Gene Kelly and the Nicholas 

Brothers in 1948, Sammy Davis Jr. from The Will Mastin Trio both in 1947 and in 1954, 

and the group called The Four Little Step Brothers in 1965. Later, b-boy Lil’ Boy Keith 

from the Zulu Kings group did the pattern in the aforementioned 1980s film clip.140 This 

also bore resemblance to the dance pattern that original b-boy Clark Kent and the 

Twins used to do years earlier than Lil’ Boy Keith. In their pattern, Kent and the Twins 

dropped down and fell backwards to lean on the floor with the help of their hands and 

feet while their bodies moved up and down.141 In the pattern, which the other groups 

and dancers did, including Lil’ Boy Keith, it was more hands and feet than the dancer’s 

torso which bounced.142  
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Sweets of the Tap dance and acrobatic duo Slim and Sweets in a short film 

performance in 1943 did a “flash step” type of pattern, in which the dancer dropped to 

the floor and leaned on her hands while she did a circle-shaped movement with the 

help of her right leg, which clearly resembled the later Breakdance pattern called 

Helicopter.143 The similar movement can be seen in The Pirate movie in 1948, in which 

the Nicholas Brothers and Gene Kelly did the pattern continuously. In the 1950s, 

orchestra leader Tito Rodriguez did the Breakdance-like "helicopter" pattern to Mambo 

music in the short movie Mambo Madness that was filmed at Manhattan's Palladium 

Ballroom.144  

 

Authentic jazz dancers in the past likely knew the “Helicopter” as the “Around the 

World” or “Double Around the World”, which originally was copied from Russian 

dancers. Dance historian Serouj Aprahamian has connected the ”Around the World” 

pattern with the Twins who have been said to “have popularized” the similar “sweep” 

pattern in the “Breakdance” while “some early [“Breakdance”] practitioners” have 

referred to it as “around the world footwork”, connecting the “sweep” directly with the 

jazz dance legacy.145 On the other hand, “The 1st original b-boy” Sa-Sa has claimed 

that he got the “helicopter” move from the aforementioned one-legged Tap dancer Peg 

Leg Bates who taught him to dance,146 which also underscores the connection 

between the original “Breakdance” and authentic jazz dance.  

 

Another Russian dance-influenced group was the Will Mastin Trio including Sammy 

Davis Jr. who did the “falling backwards to lean on the floor with the help of hands and 

feet” pattern when they performed in Sweet and Low movie in 1947 and then in the 

Milton Berle Show in 1954. In both performances, one member of the trio did also 

Russian dancing with kicks in a squat position, whilst another member with his hand 

leaned on the floor in the center of a figurative circle while his feet rotated in the circle, 

which clearly resembled Breakdance.147  

 

The Four Little Step Brothers, which modelled their dancing on the style of the Four 

Step Brothers group, toured the United States in the 1960s and 1970s. This four-piece 

African American dance group, which was led by Al Williams of the Four Step Brothers, 
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appeared in the Ed Sullivan Show on the US TV in October 1965. The members of the 

very acrobatic group did a large number of splits, cartwheels and even flips, while 

actual Tap dancing was displayed to a much lesser extent. Towards the end of the 

show, they also did the “falling backwards to lean on the floor with the help of hands 

and feet” pattern. It is also worth noting that two members of the Four Little Step 

Brothers did the footwork type of movement of Breakdance when leaning on the floor 

with the help of their hands. Especially, one of these two members moved his feet very 

rapidly in that footwork-like movement.148 Thus, this group worked as the kind of link 

between the older acrobatic jazz dancers and the future “break dancers”, although 

there is no evidence of their influence on the “break dancers”. 

 

Robot-like body movements, which original b-boys used in their dancing, were done 

in the Soul Train TV program when Michael Jackson demonstrated the Robot moves 

as early as in 1973. Robot-like moving was also used in the Electric Boogie / Electric 

Boogaloo dance that was based on the Popping / Pop Locking dance from the West 

Coast of the US. The Electric Boogie was known in New York at the beginning of the 

1980s at the latest. Original b-boy Anthony ‘Cholly Rock’ Horne has strictly denied that 

his generation of b-boys danced the Electric Boogie, although Hip Hop historian 

Steven Hager in his originally in 1984 published study hinted that some of the original 

b-boys moved to the Electric Boogie after they left the floor moves-based 

“Breakdance”.149  

 

By 1983, the new generation of b-boys had taken the Electric Boogie as part of their 

dance repertoire. From these new b-boys, Jorge ‘Popmaster Fabel’ Pabon has stated 

that the Locking and Popping dances they saw on TV at the end of the 1970s 

influenced his generation. On the other hand, Anthony Horne and another 1970s b-

boy Imperial JC have pointed out that Robot dancing in the Soul Train affected them 

remarkably, thus admitting that robot-like moves were part of their “Breakdance” as 

well.150 However, robot-like dancing was known years prior to 1973. Jazz dance 

historian Mura Dehn’s Spirit Moves documentary shows a Be Bop dancer who moved 

like a robot in a scene that was filmed at the PS 28 in Brooklyn in the 1950s. In the 

Spirit Moves, there is also a scene from Harlem’s Savoy Ballroom at the beginning of 

the 1950s, in which a dancer came up and went back on the floor a few times in a row 
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as if he “was shooting a slingshot” as b-boy Wallace Dee from Kool Herc’s dancers 

did his move a couple of decades later.151 

 

When considering the aforementioned similarities between authentic jazz dances and 

Breakdance, including the late 1960s and the 1970s forms of the ”Breakdance”, it is 

very clear that Breakdance has been a continuation of earlier African American 

dances. Those African American dances can be called ‘jazz dance’ because of their 

combination of African and European features, and when they are danced to Jazz 

music and its related musical styles like Funk. Jazz dance is a collective term of the 

dances that have originated from the transatlantic slave trade and the still ongoing 

aftermath of the transatlantic slave trade. This collective term emerged starting from 

the latter half of the 1910s and was established by the end of the 1920s.152 
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The Beginning of the Hip Hop Scene in Finland un)l 1984 

 

Some Finnish Hip Hop researchers have claimed that Hip Hop came to Finland around 

1983 with the help of graffiti and Breakdance, which could be seen in movies like 

Flashdance, Wild Style, Style Wars, and in a TV documentary on the Rock Steady 

Crew, all of which included also Rap music, while unspecified sky channels also played 

a significant role in this process. Among these researchers have been Jani Mikkonen, 

Nina Tuittu and Anne Isomursu, including a few Finnish graduate students who had 

completed their master’s theses, and Rap musician Karri ‘Paleface’ Miettinen who did 

a study of Finnish Hip Hop.153 The latest studies, which have discussed the beginning 

of Hip Hop in Finland, have shown that Rap music was known in Finland even years 

earlier than 1983. These studies have been, in 2017, Mikko Mattlar’s history of Finnish 

discotheques particularly in Helsinki, Antti-Ville Kärjä’s musicological study from 2020, 

which includes a discussion of the Finnish Rap and how Rap music and Breakdance 

were perceived in the Finnish music magazines in the 1980s, and the present writer’s 

study from 2021, which discusses the relation between jazz dances and Hip Hop, but 

includes also a discussion of the beginning of Hip Hop in Finland.154 Especially, 

conclusions from these three latest studies are clarified and elaborated on this chapter.  

 

Rap goes way back. As early as in 1975, a music critic for a Finnish music magazine, 

the Blues News, noticed the rap Millie Jackson used in her songs by mentioning her 

occasional “speaking, i.e., rap parts” that appeared even “in the middle of the songs” 

in Jackson’s “Still Caught Up” album. The critic paid attention to the rap also in 1976 

when he reviewed both Millie Jackson’s “Free and in Love” and Isaac Hayes’ “Groove-

A-Thon” albums for the magazine. He lamented that there were not those “excellent 

rap parts” in Hayes’ new album, which Hayes had had in his songs earlier, and Jackson 

would have needed “more good rap, i.e., spoken parts” for the “Free and in Love”.155 

After listening to Millie Jackson’s both albums, it becomes clear that she did not say 

rhymes to the beat of music; she only spoke in a casual manner without any rhythmical 

accentuation unlike it was done in the later Rap.156 Therefore, the rap in this context 

meant only speaking. Jackson and Hayes were not the first known singers with 

monologues, whom Finns were aware of. Humoristic Finnish singers who sounded as 
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if they were talking instead of singing were known much earlier starting from the 1960s 

at the latest 157.  

 

The roots of Rap can be tracked down to West African lampoons griots (male 

storytellers / musicians) and griottes (female storytellers / musicians) told and sang.158 

This tradition has continued in various forms of African American entertainment: 

Muhammed Ali’s insulting rhymes in boxing, similar insulting rhymes in the kind of 

poetry contests called the ‘dozens’, musician Bo Diddley’s “street-talk boasts”, “rap”- 

like rhymes from Swing musicians like Cab Calloway and Slim Gaillard, and especially 

from the “gospelharmony (sic) tradition”-based group, the Jubalaires, whose members 

clearly said rhymes in a “rap” fashion in their “Noah” and “The Preacher and The Bear” 

when the group performed these songs in soundies in the 1940s.  

 

The list of early “rap” examples include also rhymes from comedians like Moke and 

Poke, and from DJs like Daddy-O Dailey, Douglas ‘Jocko’ Henderson, and Frankie 

Crocker, not to forget authentic jazz dancer Pig Meat Markham whose “rap”, the “Here 

Comes the Judge” sketch, was published as a song in 1968, which Mike C. from the 

Rap group Fearless Four considered “the first rap song” he “ever heard”, and James 

Brown with his half shouted catch phrases, in addition to the ones like H. Rap Brown, 

Gil Scott-Heron, Last Poets, George Clinton, and the poetic soul singers of the 1970s 

such as Barry White, and the aforementioned Isaac Hayes and Millie Jackson. 

Fundamentally, rap was not invented along with the break beats. The 1970s new Rap 

generation only modernized the earlier “rap” to the form which was defined later in 

1983.159 When it is needed in this article to distinguish the earlier “rap” form from the 

later Rap, the present writer describes the latter with the phrase ‘modernized rap’. 

 

At the late 1970s, with the help of commercially successful Rap records, the focus on 

the emerging “Hip Hop” moved from DJs and early “break dancers” to MCs (master of 

ceremonies, mic controllers) who said rhymes to the beat of music. A New York DJ, 

Gary Byrd, defined this rhyming as “Rhythmical[ly] Accentuated Poetry” in 1983. The 

MCs’ rhyming at that time differed from the early “Hip Hop” MCs like Coke La Rock, 

who worked with Kool Herc, and Keith ‘Cowboy’ Wiggins, who worked with 

Grandmaster Flash. They originally said more short phrases than long rhymes unlike 
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another MC from Grandmaster Flash’s MC group, Melvin ‘Melle Mel’ Glover, began to 

do at the end of the 1970s prior to “Hip Hop” moved to the records in 1979. Melle Mel 

is credited with being the first “Hip Hop” MC who said long Rap rhymes by telling 

stories about his own personality, which fitted DJ Gary Byrd’s definition.160 

 

The Sugarhill Gang’s “Rapper’s Delight” was the most successful Rap record when 

the early “Hip Hop” in the form of the modernized Rap made a commercial 

breakthrough at the very end of the 1970s. “Rapper’s Delight” peaked at number four 

on The Billboard magazine’s Hot Soul Singles chart in December 1979, while another 

successful modernized Rap record at that time, the Fatback Band’s “King Tim III”, 

ended up only 26th on the chart.161 Earlier, in October 1979, The Billboard reported on 

the “tremendous excitement” “Rapper’s Delight”, about one month after its release, 

had created around the US. The New York Amsterdam News argued that “Rapper’s 

Delight” was “[p]robably the fastest selling record in the history of the record industry” 

because it allegedly had sold more than one million copies in four weeks.162 “Rapper’s 

Delight” was successful also outside the Americas. According to the Billboard Hits Of 

The World chart, it peaked at number one in European countries like Belgium, Holland, 

Spain, number two in France, Norway, Sweden, and number three in Britain and West 

Germany between December 1979 and May 1980.163 

 

The song succeeded in the US discotheques as well when it peaked at number 14 on 

the Billboard Disco 100 chart in December 1979. The Finnish Rock magazine 

Suosikki, which published a monthly chart of top 10 Disco songs in England, listed 

“Rapper’s Delight” as number two on the chart in January and number one in February 

1980.164 The success of “Rapper’s Delight” on the Disco charts suggests a disco 

connection of the early modernized Rap. On the other hand, the song was based on 

a break beat from the disco band Chic’s “Good Times” song. The ‘Good Times’ break 

was a favorite of early “Hip Hop” DJs. Musicologist Mark Katz has argued that “[m]ost 

of hip-hop’s anti-disco rhetoric came years and even decades after disco peaked”, 

although he has admitted that originally Disco DJs were hostile to early b-boys by 

denying “break dancing” in discos, whilst some of early “Hip Hop” DJs utilized the word 

‘disco’ in their advertisements.165 However, the early researchers of Hip Hop like 
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Steven Hager and David Toop in 1984 brought out the distaste for Disco music, which 

early “Hip Hop” DJs felt despite their use of breaks from Disco songs.166 

 

Because “Rapper’s Delight” succeeded in Europe, it seemed natural that it ended up 

in Finland as well. Mikko Mattlar, who has researched Finnish discotheques and Disco 

DJs, has claimed that “Rapper’s Delight” introduced “rap music” to Disco DJs in 

Helsinki, most of whom “had not heard about [Rap] ever before” including their 

customers. Mattlar in his discotheque study brought out those DJs’ song lists from the 

late 1970s and the early 1980s. One of the lists suggests that “Rapper’s Delight” was 

played in the Harald’s discotheque in Helsinki in March 1980. As based on interviews 

he conducted with the Finnish Disco DJs, “Rapper’s Delight” was played also in other 

discotheques in Helsinki at the time.167  

 

The success of “Rapper’s Delight” in the Harald’s discotheque is confirmed by the April 

1980 issue of the Finnish Diskosusi magazine, which reported on the Finnish Disco 

scene. It had the Harald’s March 1980 song list Mikko Mattlar depicted in his study. 

There was also another early modernized Rap song on the song list, “Rhythm Talk”, 

in which Jocko Henderson said rhymes to the beat of music. “Rhythm Talk” succeeded 

in the Botta discotheque in Helsinki in April 1980. Furthermore, the Diskosusi 

published monthly charts which listed the ten most popular songs people danced to in 

Finland. One of the charts was based on the votes from multiple Finnish DJs around 

the country and another was based on the votes from their customers. Joe Bataan’s 

modernized Rap song called “Rap-O-Clap-O” was on those charts between April and 

May 1980.168 It was popular outside Helsinki likely longer because DJ Tapani Ripatti, 

a Disco DJ from a Finnish town called Lahti, listed “Rap-O-Clap-O” on his top five 

Disco songs chart  in June 1980.169 A longevity of Rap in Finnish discotheques outside 

Helsinki is supported by the fact that, almost one year later in March 1981, a DJ played 

the Sugarhill Gang’s “Eight Wonder” song in the Kustaa III discotheque in another 

Finnish town called Tampere.170 

 

Other successful early modernized Rap records in discotheques in Helsinki were 

Kurtis Blow’s “The Breaks” and DJ Hollywood’s “Shock, Shock, The House”, both from 

1980.171 At least, “Shock, Shock, The House” was released in Finland, but it did not 
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appear on the chart of the 30 most popular singles in the country, which the Suosikki 

magazine published monthly, unlike “Rapper’s Delight” did by entering the chart at 

number 28 in March and fell one place to number 29 in April 1980.172 Similarly 

successful Rap-related singles on the chart were Joe Bataan’s “Rap-O-Clap-O”, and 

Blondie’s “Rapture” which partly consisted of Rap. The former was number 27 for one 

month in July 1980 and the latter was number 30 for one month exactly one year later 

in July 1981. The fact that the chart was based on the sales of at least 46 record stores 

in at least 29 towns around the country suggests strongly that ordinary Finnish record 

buyers bought these songs173. The Suosikki magazine connected “Rapture” with the 

Disco phenomenon by describing it as a proper choice for those on the dance floor 

when “Rapture” entered, in March, and topped, in April 1981, both the US and England 

(Britain) parts of the magazine’s monthly “Disco Top 20” chart that combined the top 

10 Disco songs in those two countries.174      

 

Ismo Tenkanen, a Blues News music critic, but not the one who noticed the rap 

between 1975 and 1976, reviewed Kurtis Blow’s “The Breaks” album in March 1981. 

He mentioned the “Rapper’s Delight” song and called it as “juttelufunk” (“chat funk” in 

English) while he called rhyming as “rapping”. The ‘rapping’ as a term meaning 

rhyming was used also in the US press at that time. Tenkanen did not like much about 

Blow’s album, but later he was noticeably more positive about Rap. However, he stated 

in the review that the members of the Finnish Blues Society association, which was 

one of the associations the Blues News magazine represented, liked the album and 

especially its title song “The Breaks”. Because the association was located in 

Helsinki,175 he lent credibility to the later, memory-based claim of the success of “The 

Breaks” in discotheques in that area.  

 

Tenkanen in his review did not associate Kurtis Blow with the Blues News’ earlier 

mentions of Millie Jackson / Isaac Hayes’ rap176, which suggests that he might not 

have understood the continuum between these rap forms. If so, he was not the only 

one in Finland who initially did not understand what the modernized Rap music really 

was about. According to a Finnish Disco DJ, people even wondered whether the word 

‘rapper’s’ in “Rapper’s Delight” actually meant ‘raper’s’, while the song was otherwise 

popular among the audience. Another Disco DJ, who worked in the Monopoli 
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discotheque in Helsinki, claimed that a consequence of the success of “Rapper’s 

Delight” was “a new genre”, probably in music playing, although he did not clarify this. 

It is not also clear whether he meant that the success of the song created the genre 

only in the Monopoli discotheque or in the discotheques in Helsinki and elsewhere in 

Finland. Mikko Mattlar, who interviewed the DJ and brought this out in his discotheque 

study, did not elaborate on this issue.177  

 

In order to find out whether “Rapper’s Delight”, or any other early Rap record, created 

a new musical genre in Finland or affected Rap’s popularity in Finland, we have to 

take a closer look at the following years after 1980 when Rap had already broken 

through in Finnish discotheques and also among Finnish record buyers. For that 

purpose, the present writer will look particularly into three Finnish music magazines 

and their presentation of the Hip Hop phenomenon regarding Rap music and 

Breakdance. These three magazines are the Blues News, Soundi, and Suosikki 

between 1981 and 1984. The three magazines are chosen for a closer inspection 

because, based on Antti-Ville Kärjä’s observations about Soundi and Suosikki, and on 

the present writer’s observations about Blues News, these magazines, especially 

Blues News and Suosikki, discussed Rap and Breakdance in their issues.178  

 

Unlike Soundi and Suosikki, which were mainly Rock music-oriented magazines 

during the observation period, the Blues News represented the Afro American music 

genre including Funk and Rap.179 In addition to these magazines, occasional mentions 

of Rap and Breakdance, which can be found from other Finnish music magazines, are 

included in this discussion as well. The year 1984 is chosen as the end year of this 

inspection because Kärjä has argued that Breakdance made a breakthrough in Finnish 

“music and youth magazines” like in Suosikki in 1984.180 This indicates the end of the 

initial phase of the Finnish Hip Hop phenomenon. 

 

When looking into those magazines after Ismo Tenkanen’s dismissive Kurtis Blow 

review in March 1981, Rap was discussed only briefly in reviews and articles until 

1983. First of these reviews was published at the end of 1981 when Juhani Kansi in 

the Soundi magazine reviewed Tom Tom Club’s self-titled album. Kansi discussed Rap 

only briefly and superficially regarding lyrics of the band’s “impressive rap-single” 
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“Wordy Rappinghood”, in which “it is swung with the meaning and meaninglessness 

of words”.181 In retrospect, two of Tom Tom Club’s songs in the album, the “Wordy 

Rappinghood” and “Genius of Love”, had Rap-like parts in them, but they sound more 

like the spoken parts in the earlier rap form. Indeed, Steven Hager in his Hip Hop study 

called the “Wordy Rappinghood” as “an intellectual rap single”.182 However, it seems 

unlikely that Kansi’s brief and ambiguous review led to any real understanding of what 

Rap music was about. 

 

A much more illuminating Rap review appeared in Soundi at the very beginning of 

1982 when Mikko Montonen reviewed Grandmaster Flash and The Furious Five’s 

“The Wheels of Steel” from the Sugarhill Records. Montonen considered it as one of 

the “brightest singles” from 1981, in addition to Coati Mundi’s “delightful” “Me No Pop 

I” song, which contained the modernized Rap, although Montonen did not mention the 

word ‘rap’ in the context of Coati Mundi. However, it was Grandmaster Flash who was 

the most brisk and best “in furious rap talking”. Flash was also depicted as a skillful DJ 

who spun “simultaneously two or three turntables”. Montonen referred to the Sugarhill 

Records’ other releases in general except for the “Disco Dream” song from the group 

called The Mean Machine which Montonen considered “a relative of Coati Mundi in 

American Latin Funk”. In retrospect, the “Disco Dream”, in spite of its name, was purely 

a modernized Rap song with MCs saying rhymes to the beat of music.183  

 

The fundamentals of the modernized Rap music were not fully clear to Finnish music 

critics by the beginning of 1982 when taking into account Ismo Tenkanen’s earlier 

mention of "Rapper’s Delight” as “chat Funk”, and Mikko Montonen’s claims of the 

“Disco Dream” song as “American Latin Funk” and Grandmaster Flash as a “rap talker” 

while in reality it was the Furious Five including five MCs who rapped.184 Tenkanen 

and Montonen correctly associated Rap with Funk music, but they did not yet classify 

Rap music as a distinct music genre. On the other hand, Montonen in his review 

pointed out that there was “a lot of Rap available”, but probably outside Finland 

because he stated in another record review that the “Sugarhill’s recordings” were not 

released in Finland at that time.185 Ultimately, this should not have been a problem for 

Rap aficionados, at least in Helsinki, where there was the Diskeri record store, which 

imported recordings from abroad by request.186 
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The Blues News magazine explored Rap in its August–September 1982 issue when 

Ismo Tenkanen wrote briefly about the Sugarhill Gang in an article that introduced 

Funk bands in a nutshell to the readers of the magazine. Tenkanen explained that the 

Sugarhill Gang “started the rap craze at the end of 1979 with their single ‘Rapper’s 

Delight’“, which suggests that he had studied what was Rap since his previous Kurtis 

Blow review, and this time he portrayed “Rapper’s Delight” as a “funny rap story” 

instead of “chat Funk”. Therefore, he acknowledged the Sugarhill Gang as part of the 

Rap phenomenon, which he did not specify because he did not elaborate on it in the 

article, while he still classified the Sugarhill Gang as part of the Funk music 

phenomenon and its bands. Furthermore, Tenkanen claimed that “rap fever” had 

already gone and the popularity of the Sugarhill Gang was in decline at the time of the 

article without clarifying whether he meant Finland or other countries in this case.187 

 

Ismo Tenkanen’s claim of a decline in Rap’s popularity was contradicted in the same 

Blues News issue by Jorma Riihikoski who reviewed Grandmaster Flash & Furious 

Five’s “It’s Nasty” and “Greatest Rap Hits Vol. 2” from the Sugarhill Records.188 

Riihikoski pointed out that “Rap recordings were hard to get via big record importers 

except for the Sugarhill Gang”. He claimed that the Sugarhill Gang by then was 

“commercially number one group in rap”, whilst he agreed with Tenkanen about the 

Sugarhill Gang’s role in starting the Rap craze. He gave credit especially to 

Grandmaster Flash’s “Wheels of Steel” and the Sugarhill Gang’s “8th Wonder” songs 

while he considered “It’s Nasty” as “one of the hardest-hitting party recordings of the 

year”. Riihikoski described how the “king of two turntables” Flash had practiced for two 

years to use “three turntables simultaneously”, whereas also he mistook Grandmaster 

Flash as a rapper by stating that in the “Wheels of Steel” Flash threw in “his sharpest 

rap phrases”. However, he defined “the term rap” appropriately as “rhythmic vocal 

gymnastics” over strong Funk music. Early MC G.L.O.B.E. described his Rap style, 

which he allegedly originated in 1978, as an “acrobatic way of saying words”189, which 

practically corresponded to Riihikoski’s definition of Rap. 

 

Despite his appropriate comments, much of Jorma Riihikoski’s review consisted of 

seemingly nonsensical, allegedly humoristic statements, which suggest, in addition to 
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his “sharpest rap phrases” statement, that the fundamentals of Rap were not totally 

clear to him either, or he just took Rap as a joke. He suggested to use the reviewed 

Rap recordings in parties where drunken people tried to express themselves, for 

example, by growling rhythmically into microphones to the beat of music and over the 

sounds of those Rap recordings. He assumed that Rap was invented among Black 

people in New York by “some smart guy” who tried to have better parties and get 

women by expressing himself emotionally “with the help of a microphone over dance 

music”, whilst he admitted that “Reggae toasters” might have had something to do with 

it. Anyway, in Rap, it was all about partying, he claimed. 

 

Jorma Riihikoski’s nonsensical statements could have stemmed from a long Finnish 

tradition of excessive alcohol drinking,190 from which he derived booze-fueled 

fantasies and superimposed them in the name of humor on the alleged images of Rap. 

But substance abuse was part of Hip Hop as well. Some of Hip Hop activists even died 

for drugs. Grandmaster Flash told in an interview a few years after Riihikoski’s review 

that in order to depict Hip Hop correctly in a movie, there had to be “scenes of drug 

abuse, sex, and violence”, and Flash confirmed that “hip-hop culture involved a lot of 

partying”, although Hip Hop activists also had to be socially conscious and talk about 

reality.191 Therefore, Riihikoski’s alcohol and party fantasies about Rap were not totally 

fictional. 

 

Rap activity was displayed on the music charts in the Finnish music magazines at the 

time of Ismo Tenkanen and Jorma Riihikoski’s Rap remarks. The Blues News 

republished the “Top American Soul Albums” and “Singles” charts, which were taken 

from the British Blues & Soul magazine. Felix & Jarvis’ “Flamethrower Rap” (at number 

53)  and Afrika Bambaataa & the Soul Sonic Force’s “Planet Rock” (at number 11) 

could be found from the (Soul) Singles chart in the August–September 1982 issue of 

the Blues News.192 Both “Flamethrower Rap” and “Planet Rock” contained the 

modernized Rap rhyming over the electronical Funk music background.193 

 

Between August and October 1982, the Suosikki magazine listed “Planet Rock” on its 

monthly “Disco Top 20” chart. “Planet Rock” peaked at number two in the USA part of 

the Disco chart in the September issue and at number 10 in the England (Britain) part 
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of the Disco chart in the October issue. Suosikki even recommended the song in its 

comments on the chart in September, but misidentified it as “space soul” music.194  

 

“Planet Rock” peaked at number five on the (Soul) Singles chart in the October–

November 1982 issue of the Blues News. Other Rap songs on that chart were the 

Sugarhill Gang’s “Lover in You” (number 55) and Grandmaster Flash & The Furious 

5’s “The Message” (number nine), although the Sequence’s “I Don’t Need Your Love” 

(number 61) had some talking parts in the vein of Millie Jackson. The December– 

January issue at the end of 1982 listed on the (Soul) Singles chart the Pressure Drop’s 

“Rock The House” (at number 64), which had Rap-like phrases, and Grandmaster 

Flash & The Furious Five’s “Scorpio” (at number 54) while Grandmaster Flash & The 

Furious Five’s “The Message” album (number seven) succeeded on the “Top American 

Soul Albums” chart.195  

 

Thus, it was possible to spot Rap songs on those charts, particularly, because Jorma 

Riihikoski believed that the Sugarhill Records had specialized only in Rap, which was 

not fully true because they released also other recordings while they were responsible 

for the recordings from Grandmaster Flash and The Furious Five, the Sugarhill Gang, 

and the Sequence.196 Therefore, it was likely that Riihikoski and probably also other 

Finnish music critics associated the Sugarhill Records’ singles and albums with Rap 

by default.197 On the other hand, it should have been hard to miss song titles with the 

word ‘rap’ like the “Flamethrower Rap”. 

 

The success of Grandmaster Flash & The Furious Five’s recordings affected Finnish 

music critics. Mikko Montonen wrote an article about Grandmaster Flash and his MCs 

for the Soundi magazine in January 1983. He noted that other successful recordings 

from Flash and his group, which followed “Wheels of Steel”, were “It’s Nasty”, “The 

Message”, and “Scorpio”. The last two songs had succeeded on the aforementioned 

charts not long before the article. The article was based on an interview Montonen had 

conducted with Grandmaster Flash & The Furious Five, particularly with its member 

Eddie ‘Mr. Ness’ Morris in New Jersey. Montonen implied in the article that 

Grandmaster Flash & The Furious Five’s “The Message” album was available in 

Finland unlike their singles which only a couple of record stores had imported to 
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Finland because Finnish music consumers allegedly did not buy singles.198 An 

advertisement for the “The Message” in Soundi two issues later confirmed that the 

album was distributed in Finland.199 

 

The article pointed out the contradiction between ordinary Rap songs which were 

“usually happy and full of partying” and “The Message” which was a socially conscious 

song showing “urgent problems of the concrete jungle...in a similar way to the 

American activist group Last Poets [had done] ten years ago.” Montonen seemed to 

criticize the Disco connection implicitly when he suspected that the “controversial 

content” of “The Message” could have affected its “international success outside Disco 

charts”: he claimed that the song reached the “Top Twenty” in England and the US 

Pop music charts. He did not dispute the Disco connection because the roots of Rap 

could be found to some degree from those Disco DJs who were “more lively and 

youthful” than other Disco DJs without specifying these DJs, and he claimed that 

Finnish DJs in discotheques played “The Message”,200 which suggests that Rap still 

was connected with the Finnish Disco scene. 

 

Mikko Montonen connected correctly the earlier rap form with the modernized Rap by 

mentioning Millie Jackson who recorded the rap “already at the beginning of the 1970s, 

but today’s rap was really born in [New York] at the end of the 1970s”. “Toasters of 

Reggae” also bore some relation to Rap, although he downplayed the alleged 

connection between Reggae and Rap when he stated that rappers were “passionate 

and lively” unlike Reggae DJs. Rap was connected with dancing because it was 

“uptempo [music] with a rambunctious dance beat”. Although Montonen considered 

Rap as “uncompromised music from ghettos in the vein of Reggae”, Rap music in 

general was depicted as “rap-funk” and as “a hot street beat with raw funk-rhythm”.201 

Therefore, Rap still was considered rather as part of the Funk phenomenon than being 

a distinct music genre.  

 

Grandmaster Flash was depicted as an innovator of Rap music, or even as its creator, 

when Montonen cited Eddie Morris who explained how they, including Flash, had 

noticed that Disco music-related DJs outside the Bronx mixed recordings without 

rhythmic interruptions, while DJs in the Bronx mixed them randomly without caring 
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about whether people were able to dance to them because of those interruptions in 

rhythm. Therefore, Flash began to mix those records in a similar way to those DJs in 

the Disco scene did, and he succeeded in it.202 This associated the beginning of Rap 

with the Disco scene, but also with dancing. However, Grandmaster Flash has not 

claimed responsibility for the beginning of Rap music. He has acknowledged Kool Herc 

as the innovator, but criticized Herc for poor record mixing skills, which was why Flash 

developed his own mixing technique.203 

 

Mikko Montonen’s article presented the history of Grandmaster Flash & The Furious 

Five and Rap music in great detail, which had no precedent in the three music 

magazines, the Blues News, Soundi, and Suosikki, between 1981 and 1983. 

Furthermore, Montonen claimed that there had been “an influx” of Rap recordings one 

or two years earlier. If so, there was no sign of the influx in articles and reviews of 

those three magazines between 1981 and 1982.204 It is possible that Montonen 

referred to other countries than Finland, where Rap recordings were made and sold 

since 1979. Arguably, merely between 1979 and 1980 there came out almost 250 Rap 

recordings.205   

 

Approximately at the same time with Mikko Montonen’s article, Ismo Tenkanen in the 

Blues News took a stand on “The Message”. While Tenkanen commented on the best 

songs of the year 1982, he gave recognition to Grandmaster Flash for discussing 

socially important issues in “The Message” instead of using the previous “clap your 

hands” type of “rap-lyrics”. Despite its alleged lack of musical values, Tenkanen 

considered “The Message” as a “significant work” which discussed “ghetto life, the 

social position of Black people”, and the rottenness of the society. The Grandmaster 

Flash & The Furious Five, which represented “rap-funk” to the Blues News, as it did to 

Mikko Montonen, was popular among its readers who voted it as the 20th best Funk 

act on the list of the 30 best Funk acts in 1982.206  

 

Rap as a phenomenon was in the ascendancy in March 1983 at the latest, according 

to Leena Lehtinen who in the Soundi magazine discussed the British music scene 

where dance music at the time of her article “was mostly funk, rap, scratch”. Although 

she did not elaborate on this, the scratch probably meant a DJ technique Hip Hop DJs 
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used because, elsewhere in her article, she referred to Malcolm McLaren’s “Do Ya 

Like Scratchin’?” song which utilized the technique.207 The Suosikki magazine two 

months later in May claimed erroneously that McLaren had invented the scratch 

technique, whereas Hip Hop DJ Grand Wizard Theodore has usually been 

acknowledged as its inventor who created it at the end of the 1970s.208 Rap in the form 

of Grandmaster Flash & The Furious Five was in the ascendancy also in Finland in 

March 1983 when “The Message” album entered at number 11 on the list of the 20 

most popular LPs, which Soundi published monthly. “The Message” album peaked at 

number 10 on the list in April, and remained on it until May. The list was compiled from 

the sales of albums in six record stores in four Finnish towns: Helsinki, Jyväskylä, 

Tampere, and Turku.209 From them, the first and the last two were the three most 

crowded towns in Finland, which suggests that Finns really heard “The Message”.210 

 

Rap music could be heard also from the radio. Some of early Finnish Rap enthusiasts 

have recalled having heard and recorded Rap from international radio stations 

between 1981 and 1982.211 Heikki Hilamaa and Seppo Varjus have claimed without 

substantiating their claim that the early US Rap music was heard occasionally on the 

Finnish radio among Rock music songs. Their claim was repeated later in Finnish 

academic Hip Hop studies like Elina Westinen’s doctoral dissertation and Mira 

Willman’s master’s thesis, but Hilamaa and Varjus did not mention DJ Tapani Ripatti, 

who started a radio DJ career in the Finnish Yleisradio in 1980. Ripatti has argued that 

he was the first DJ who played Rap music on the Finnish radio.212 He played Rap 

music occasionally in his radio program in the spring of 1983. Probably, the earliest 

example of Rap music in his radio program is from the very beginning of that year 

when he played Malcolm McLaren’s “Buffalo Gals” and Hurt 'Em Bad & the S.C. Band's 

“Monday Night Football”. Both contained rhyming in the form of the modernized Rap. 

The present writer, who began to listen to DJ Ripatti’s radio program actively in the 

spring of 1983, became interested in Hip Hop when DJ Ripatti played Grandmaster 

Flash & The Furious Five’s “New York New York” around June.213 Other Hip Hop songs 

that the present writer remembers having heard from DJ Ripatti’s radio program in 

1983 were Whodini’s “Magic’s Wand”, Melle Mel & Duke Bootie’s “The Message II”, 

Sugarhill Gang’s “Kick It Live From 9 to 5”, and possibly Run-DMC’s “Hard Times”.  
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According to the pictures of recordings, which the Discogs has published on its Internet 

site, “New York New York” and “Kick It Live From 9 to 5” were republished by the 

Finnish Polarvox record company in 1983.214 However, in 1983, these Polarvox singles 

did not appear on the chart of ‘the top 30 singles in Finland, which the Suosikki 

magazine published monthly, although “New York New York” entered at number 17 on 

the chart in September 1983 and remained on it for one month, but it was the version 

that Sound of Scandinavia released.215 Hip Hop on the radio seemed to be more 

effective than the alleged Polarvox singles because there was also another Finnish 

radio listener who became interested in Hip Hop with the help of DJ Ripatti’s radio 

program216. Considering the fact that the present writer and another radio listener were 

not aware of each other in 1983, it seems likely that there were also others whom DJ 

Ripatti got interested in Hip Hop. Therefore, Elina Westinen and Mira Willman’s claim 

of that early Hip Hop on the Finnish radio did not really affect “the audience” is not 

convincing.217 

 

Finnish artists who utilized the modernized Rap emerged in 1983 as well. Timo Kojo 

under his surname Kojo made “Whatugonnado?” with the help of some members of 

the British Funk / Rock band Light of the World and American drummer / DJ Billy 

Carson, while Jyrki ‘General Njassa’ Jantunen with the help of Finnish musicians made 

“I’m Young, Beautiful And Natural”. The former stylistically resembled the Rap 

productions of the Sugarhill Records, to which was added rock guitar licks, whereas 

the latter resembled Malcolm McLaren’s “Buffalo Gals”, which was not a coincidence 

because General Njassa told the Soundi magazine in 1983 that he was inspired by 

the “Buffalo Gals” and “The Message”.218  

 

Finnish Hip Hop activists and experts have argued which of the two songs should be 

declared as the first Finnish Rap record, although both Kojo and General Njassa said 

rhymes in English. Antti-Ville Kärjä, who looked into the issue from the standpoint of 

authenticity, has pointed out that General Njassa was known as an “expert and 

advocate of rap and [Hip Hop] in Finland” unlike Kojo who was an outsider whose Rap 

song was actually written by Billy Carson, which was offset to some degree by Kojo’s 

reputation as “a representative of Soul-influenced Rock music in Finland”. Therefore, 
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those in the know have usually regarded General Njassa as more authentic in Rap 

than Kojo.219  

 

The Soundi magazine conducted interviews with Kojo and his musical partners, and 

with General Njassa, when their Rap songs were released in 1983. A comparison 

between what was said in those interviews and Kärjä’s statements of the authenticity 

of these two artists reveals discrepancies. First of all, the Soundi magazine 

acknowledged both Kojo and General Njassa as the first Finnish artist with a Rap song 

when the magazine published their interviews in two separate articles in its June 1983 

issue.220 To claim two different artists for the first Finnish Rap song might have been a 

mistake which had escaped the editorial eye, but it shows that the Soundi editors who 

wrote those two articles seriously considered both Kojo and General Njassa’s songs 

as the Finnish Rap music. This is supported by their record reviews in the same issue 

of Soundi, in which especially Kojo and Billy Carson were lauded for Rap while Finnish 

musicians in “I’m Young, Beautiful And Natural” worked like their colleagues abroad.221 

 

Although General Njassa was described in the article, which included his interview, as 

“the first Finnish rap-man” who was inspired by “the New York-born rap and scratch 

style”, his background was in Punk Rock and Rock music. He claimed to have 

developed his “rap-thing” as a joke that answered to those who blamed him for 

snobbism. He was not interested in Black Disco music which he did not want to listen 

at all, whilst “The Message” got him to realize that Rap was about the street life.222 

Despite his Disco comment resembles the criticism of Disco music the early Hip Hop 

activists in New York and Mikko Montonen in his Grandmaster Flash & The Furious 

Five interview a few months earlier had brought out, General Njassa discussed mostly 

Rock music and the Rock bands he had listened for a couple of years. While it can be 

argued that Malcolm McLaren, who influenced him, came also from Punk Rock via 

Sex Pistols McLaren had managed, and Hip Hop DJ Afrika Bambaataa took ideas from 

“white punk and new wave music” – whether General Njassa knew this in 1983 or not 

– Njassa’s brief comments on Rap and his dismissive remark on his own Rap song as 

a joke question how genuine and serious his interest in Rap really was at the time of 

his interview.223  
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General Njassa was a newcomer to Rap at the time of his record as was Kojo who 

was able to learn to rap in a few days after Billy Carson had played Rap songs and 

written rhymes on a piece of paper for him. According to Carson’s statements in 1983, 

Kojo was genuinely interested in Soul and Funk music and eager to learn Rap,224 so 

he was seemingly interested in African American music styles. Thus, the two 

newcomers, General Njassa and Kojo, were interested in Rap to some degree at the 

time of their Rap recordings in 1983, but General Njassa promoted Rap in Finland 

later unlike Kojo who disappeared from the Finnish Rap scene. General Njassa’s 

longevity in Rap made him more authentic than Kojo in the eyes of Finnish Rap critics 

as Antti-Ville Kärjä has noted.225 On the other hand, General Njassa in his 1983 

interview dismissed Kojo as “a clown” who did Rap too seriously,226 which may have 

facilitated the later criticism of Kojo, but also acknowledged him as a real rapper. 

 

Ismo Tenkanen in three Blues News articles between April and September 1983 

discussed popular African American dance music, which also included Rap. In the first 

of those articles, he argued that the US Disco charts at the time were full of old Disco 

hits from Europe, American Pop music, and “mechanical Disco” from white musicians 

unlike the Disco charts in England where African American Disco music was 

appreciated. One of the songs that had succeeded on the US Disco charts was Afrika 

Bambaataa & The Soul Sonic Force’s “Planet Rock”, which was based on a mixture 

of two songs from Kraftwerk, a white “German synthesizer band”, although Tenkanen 

did not mention the background of Kraftwerk. While “Planet Rock” was based on music 

from white people, the idea of using Kraftwerk’s songs came from people of African 

descent, which could be concluded from pictures he added to the article. He also 

described Afrika Bambaataa with the terms like “street-DJ”, “rap-man”, ‘Zulu-man”, 

and “a former Black Panther”, which referred to Bambaataa’s “blackness”. However, 

Tenkanen did not discuss the dichotomy of the white and Black features in the song 

despite his criticism of the “whiteness” of the US Disco charts.227 

 

Tenkanen continued the discussion of the “Black Dance” music of 1983 in his second 

article. He mentioned briefly Whodini’s “Magic’s Wand” as “an honor to a radio DJ Mr. 

Magic”, which had reached the US Soul charts and included rapping about the Rap 

phenomenon. Those who took notice of Tenkanen’s comment and listened to the lyrics 
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of the song could find a bit of the history of Rap when MCs in the “Magic’s Wand” told 

about the places where Rap was performed, techniques of Rap (“MCs rapping to the 

beat”), and those who were active in Rap at the time of the song was made in 1982 

like “Sugarhill, Kurtis Blow”, and “Grandmaster Flash”. Tenkanen reviewed also 

another song that he mentioned to include a Rap part: Indeep’s “Last Night a DJ Saved 

My Life”. 228 The song succeeded on the Suosikki magazine’s monthly chart of the 30 

most popular singles in Finland between June and September 1983 peaking at 

number eight for two months.229        

 

In his third article, Tenkanen concentrated on the “electrofunk” (known also as “future 

funk”, “space funk”, et cetera) phenomenon which had allegedly become the “street 

funky” music for ordinary African American people in New York. He explained how DJs 

in “the streets and parks of New York” mixed and scratched records, and also rapped 

over the sounds of the records, which essentially depicted in a nutshell what were a 

Hip Hop DJ and Hip Hop MC(s), although he did not use the terms ‘hip hop’ and ‘mc’. 

As an example of those DJs, he brought out Grandmaster Flash and Afrika 

Bambaataa,230 who fitted the description otherwise, but at least Grandmaster Flash 

was only a DJ as stated previously. 

 

Tenkanen pointed out that the Electrofunk sound stemmed from synthesizers and 

other “electrical devices”, which had allegedly superseded previous musical 

instruments to a great extent because records could be produced cheaper with these 

electrical instruments than by using musicians, for example, in the horn and strings 

sections. He argued that the Electrofunk was not really a new phenomenon because 

it was based on the previous music styles and ideas like “technorock”, which Kraftwerk 

represented, and the “synthetic” Disco music from the end of the 1970s, which 

suggested that Electrofunk came partly from white people. Tenkanen might have 

referred to this when he stated that Electrofunk was more about “electro” than Funk 

music. In this context, Tenkanen reviewed two Electrofunk-based albums, from which 

one included both the “Planet Rock” and another Afrika Bambaataa & The Soul Sonic 

Force song “Looking for the Perfect Beat”. He acknowledged misleadingly Afrika 

Bambaataa as a “Rap-man” who talked in his songs when it was in fact his MCs who 

mainly rapped in those songs. Otherwise, he did not refer to Rap music, although the 
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second album he reviewed, Jonzun Crew’s “Lost in Space”, had the “Space Cowboy” 

song that included Rap.231  

 

As an evidence of the success of the Electrofunk phenomenon in Finland were Herbie 

Hancock’s “Rockit” and Freez’s “I.O.U.” songs. The “Rockit”, which included a DJ who 

scratched, was number 19 on the aforementioned chart of the 30 most popular singles 

in Finland in October 1983, while Freez’s “I.O.U.” survived on the chart for four months 

between September and December in 1983, but there was no Rap or scratching in 

it.232 Furthermore, the present writer recalls having heard “Looking for the Perfect 

Beat” from the Finnish radio (probably from DJ Tapani Ripatti’s radio program) 

sometime between the late 1983 and the early 1984. 

 

At the end of 1983, Ismo Tenkanen returned to Rap in a Blues News article that 

discussed the lyrics in Gary Byrd and the G. B. Experience’s “The Crown”. Tenkanen 

considered the song as a positive successor to Grandmaster Flash and The Furious 

Five’s classic “The Message” which numerous artists had copied because of its 

commercial success. But now Gary Byrd continued the hard lyrical content of “The 

Message” by sending a message “from Black people to Black people” as Tenkanen 

argued. He admitted that the “Black Muslim” movement-related lyrics in the song 

“probably did not advance mutual understanding between the races”, but it was 

important for “Black music” to present the message that emphasized “the self-esteem 

of Black race and their sense of togetherness”. Tenkanen’s detailed lyrical analysis 

was exceptionally deep compared to earlier Rap articles in the Finnish music 

magazines. Furthermore, the article introduced to the Finnish readers the previously 

mentioned Gary Byrd’s definition of Rap as “Rhythmical[ly] Accentuated Poetry”, which 

should have made it finally clear to those who did not know yet what was Rap. 

According to Tenkanen, “The Crown” had succeeded on the Finnish radio and 

discotheques.233 The present writer remembers having heard the song from the 

Finnish Yleisradio in the fall of 1983, but not from Tapani Ripatti’s radio program. 

 

It can be argued that the first Finnish MCs, the increased Rap coverage in the Finnish 

music magazines, and Rap on the Finnish radio in 1983 were a culmination of the Rap 

phenomenon in Finland since Rap made a breakthrough in Finnish discotheques and 
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among Finnish record buyers in 1980. Against this backdrop, it is possible that the 

Finnish Breakdance began in 1983 as Nina Tuittu and Anne Isomursu in their Finnish 

Breakdance study, and Hiski Hämäläinen and Dimitri Lisitsyn in their Suomibreikkiä 

1983–2013 documentary have claimed. Tuittu and Isomursu conducted interviews 

with original Finnish break dancers who saw, in particular, Flashdance and a Rock 

Steady Crew documentary in 1983. At least one of them began to practice the moves 

he had seen in the Flashdance movie and the Rock Steady Crew documentary. 234 

Similarly, in Hämäläinen and Lisitsyn’s documentary, some of the original Finnish 

break dancers claimed the year 1983 as the beginning.235  

 

The Flashdance movie premiered in Finland in August 1983,236 whereas the Rock 

Steady Crew documentary was shown on Finnish TV in September 1983. Markku 

Fagerholm, who depicted the Rock Steady Crew documentary in an article which was 

published in the mainstream newspaper Helsingin Sanomat, referred to the scene of 

Flashdance, in which “a bunch of young Negros spun wildly in the middle of Harlem 

streets.” He claimed misleadingly that “Breaking” was born only “a few years ago”, 

while he got right its birthplace New York. Otherwise, Fagerholm described 

Breakdance in detail as a mixture of “acrobatics, pantomime, dance” with back and 

head spins, and “electronic music”, which meant “rap, boogie, and funk”. “Breaking” 

was allegedly successful in discotheques outside Finland, which supports the idea of 

the connection between Breakdance and discotheques still continued. He stated that 

the documentary depicted the Rock Steady Crew in its everyday routines like 

rehearsals and performances. 237 Considering especially the Rock Steady Crew’s role 

in the documentary, it was possible that the documentary and also the article helped 

to understand what was Breakdance.  

 

Furthermore, Karri ‘Paleface’ Miettinen has claimed that Charlie Ahern’s Wild Style, 

which allegedly could be seen at the movie theaters in Helsinki in 1983, was mainly 

responsible for the Finnish Breakdance craze, but he did mention the source(s) he got 

his claim from. It is sure that the Wild Style, and also Flashdance, was available as a 

video in Finland in 1984.238 The Rock Steady Crew breakdanced both in Flashdance 

and in Wild Style, so those who were interested in Breakdance could find information 
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about it from those movies and videos.239 Finnish Breakdance enthusiasts used 

particularly the Wild Style video to learn to break dance.240  

 

It is very clear that Breakdance was known in Finland in 1984 at the latest when, as 

Antti-Ville Kärjä has argued, Breakdance was covered in Finnish music magazines, 

especially in the Suosikki magazine, which published several articles that referred to 

Breakdance, but the beginning of Breakdance in Finland in 1983 is not so clear. In 

February 1984, Suosikki discussed briefly the Rock Steady Crew and lamented that 

the “new lethal breaking-dance” from the streets was known around the globe while 

there were absolutely no “robot-like dancing acrobats” in Finland where the dance was 

not even taught yet. However, the music of the Rock Steady Crew was popular on the 

England charts Suosikki published in December 1983, and also among Finnish music 

consumers because their single “Hey You” was on the chart of the 30 most popular 

singles in Finland in January 1984.241 Thus, in Finland, there was an interest in the 

Rock Steady Crew at that time.  

 

In April, Pena Teräväinen in the OK magazine noted that Breakdance succeeded in 

English discotheques and predicted that Breakdance was going to be in Finland in 

summer.242 In May, Suosikki reported on Breakdance as a sensation that was 

captivating dancers around the world, which was allegedly more popular than 

basketball. It claimed that Breakdance was familiar to Finns from TV and videos, but 

Breakdance was not popular in Finland yet because the magazine asked from its 

readers whether Breakdance could be seen “already tomorrow on the sidewalks?!”. At 

the same time, a reporter in Helsingin Sanomat pointed to the lack of break dancers 

by stating that time will tell "whether the freestyle street dancing fever infects also the 

Finnish youth” when the reporter wrote about a Swedish Breakdance group, “Up 

Side[n] Down”, which performed to a large number of onlookers near the Old Student 

House. The group had danced a few days earlier at the department store called 

Pukeva in Helsinki.243  

 

In the summer of 1984, things seemed to change quickly as to the popularity of 

Breakdance. On July 21, an article in Helsingin Sanomat told that Breakdance was 

coming to Finland in a powerful way with the help of Breakdance movies and music, 
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and even an instruction video of Breakdance was going to be released. The article 

stated that Flashdance had already shown to Finns what was break dancing and one 

of the new movies, Breakdance, had been in Finland for a few weeks prior to the 

article, while Beat Street was going to premier later in the summer. Several 

Breakdance music compilations, including the album of “the most known” Breakdance 

crew, the Rock Steady Crew, were also available and more Breakdance compilations 

were coming.244 In Helsinki, the premiere of Breakdance was on June 29 and the 

premiere of Beat Street was on August 10. Finnish break dancers from that time have 

recalled that both movies affected them.245 

 

The Helsingin Sanomat article assumed that dance schools were going to notice 

Breakdance soon.246 It might not have been a coincident that the very next day after 

the article was published, a dance studio in Helsinki, Helsingin tanssiopisto, advertised 

Breakdance as part of its dance repertoire.247 In July, a contest for the Finnish 

Breakdance championship was advertised in the OK magazine that had allegedly 

650,000 potential readers in March 1984.248 If the number of readers was true, the 

advertisement should have been noticed in Finland, which would lend credibility to the 

contest that it was about a real Finnish championship. The semifinals of the Finnish 

Breakdance championship were going to be organized “on the last two weekends in 

July”,249 which was around the time when the Breakdance article in Helsingin Sanomat 

and the advertisement for Breakdance teaching at Helsingin tanssiopisto were 

published. The finals of the contest took place at the Linnanmäki amusement park in 

Helsinki on August 24, 1984. Fifteen-year-old Mika Nordman was chosen unanimously 

as the winner. Only one of the fourteen contestants was mentioned to be outside the 

Helsinki metropolitan area.250 

 

Because these events were announced almost simultaneously in the Finnish press, it 

is obvious that a Breakdance scene had been bubbling under the radar in Finland, and 

in Helsinki in particular. The contestants who participated in the Finnish Breakdance 

championship at Linnanmäki in August had practiced Breakdance only for a few 

months, even the champion Mika Nordman merely for three months.251 Whereas 

Nordman was not really a newcomer because he had won a Breakdance contest 

earlier, probably in July,252 the fact that the contestants did not practice longer than 
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three months suggests that the Breakdance scene in Finland had started to emerge 

sometime in the latter half of May, which was three months prior to the end of August. 

However, all of the dancers who participated in this early “Breakdance” scene were 

not necessarily competent in Breakdance. American Charles Salter, who was 

advertised to start teaching Breakdance to Finnish dancers at the Helsingin 

tanssiopisto at the very end of July 1984, and also some of his students have recalled 

that Salter had to teach practically everything to his students who had only a vague 

idea of Breakdance when they went to his dance classes for the first time.253  

 

The finals of the “Mastermover-84” dance contest, which included “Break [dance]”, and 

a semifinal of the Finnish Freestyle dancing championship, which also chose the best 

“Break-dancer”, were announced to be held in Helsinki in August. These contests had 

different organizers, prizes, and they took place in different places on different days 

than did the aforementioned Finnish Breakdance championship at Linnanmäki. Aira 

Samulin was the organizer in the “Mastermover-84” while Suomen Breaktanssiliitto 

(Jukka Kuusanmäki and Jouko Vuolle), which was founded in July, took care of the 

Finnish Breakdance championship. The prize in the latter was a trip to New York while, 

in the “Mastermover-84” contest, one of the prizes was a trip to London. The finals of 

the “Mastermover-84” contest took place in a sports hall called Jäähalli on August 25, 

which was one day later than the Finnish Breakdance championship contest at 

Linnanmäki.254 It seems that the Breakdance part in the “Mastermover-84” dance 

contest was upgraded to a Finnish Breakdance championship because Helsingin 

Sanomat in August reported on it as a Finnish Breakdance championship.255 

Therefore, there might have been two Finnish Breakdance championship contests in 

1984. 

 

According to the advertisement, 25 semifinalists around Finland should have been in 

the finals of the “Mastermover-84”. 256 This could indicate that Breakdance had 

become popular then. However, some of those who have represented Finnish break 

dancing have argued that Aira Samulin who organized the Mastermover contest and 

later similar “Breakdance”-related contests in Finland was not really for the 

Breakdance culture. They have stated that the real Finnish Breakdance championship 
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contests were organized years later when Aira Samulin and her affiliates, who 

allegedly had no idea of real break dancing, were not involved in the championships.257  

 

Despite the later criticism, Aira Samulin with her dance studio organized “free practice 

sessions for 100 Breakdance enthusiasts” twice a week starting at the end of August 

1984. According to the headline of the advertisements, this was for “improving 

Breakdance culture”, but the real purpose seemed to be to get break dancers for 

various advertisements, films, and performances as it was actually stated in the 

advertisements in August.258 Nina Tuittu and Anne Isomursu have claimed that the 

Flashdance and Breakdance movies were the reason why Aira Samulin with the help 

of her dance school began to teach Breakdance.259   

 

In September 1984, Samulin organized a similar contest, which included Break 

performances, in front of the department store Pukeva in the middle of Helsinki. 

Finnish break dancers have remembered watching Samulin’s events in that place.260 

Also Finnish Breakdance champion Mika Nordman with the “Nike’s Taxy Breakdance-

crew” performed there, but inside the Pukeva, and a crew called “Synchronized 

Bodies” performed outside the Pukeva.261 Other significant places for break dancing 

in Helsinki at the time were Citykäytävä in the city center and Bygga at 

Paasivuorenkatu 5. The former was a large open area in the middle of the building and 

the latter was practically a discotheque. The Bygga was advertised as the only “Break 

Dans (sic)” place in Helsinki in August 1984, which was connected with Breakdance 

contests because one of its advertisements mentioned it as a registration place for a 

“Break dans (sic)” qualifying contest.262 

 

In the fall of 1984, the popularity of Breakdance and its music was clearly visible. The 

charts of Suosikki, which listed the 30 most popular singles and LPs in Finland in 

August, had “breakdance”-named artists, songs, and albums like Break Machine, 

Break Dance Party, and Breakdancing, in addition to the “breakdance”-related songs 

and albums on the USA and England charts at the time.263 Juho Juntunen, a music 

critic of Suosikki, summarized the popularity of Breakdance in Finland in October by 

stating that “all were learning to break dance and [broke] their necks” while the shelves 

of the Finnish stores were full of “various scratch, rap, and break recordings”. The 
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number of available Breakdance recordings was so big that he could not even 

recommend any specific Breakdance record.264 The dance studio, Helsingin tanssi-

opisto, advertised new Breakdance classes in November because of the “big demand” 

they had faced. The studio had four Breakdance teachers at the end of 1984.265 Those 

who participated in the Breakdance classes have remembered that there were extra 

students in the classes for some time, who only listened to the Breakdance lessons 

because the classes were sold out.266  

 

But the recordings on the charts were not always real Rap records. Break Machine 

was a “singing breakdance group from New York”. Their songs, “Break Dance Party” 

and “Street Dance”, were on the chart of the 30 most popular singles in Finland in 

August, but there was no Rap in the songs.267 Ismo Tenkanen in the August–

September 1984 issue of Blues News reviewed “Break Dancing” compilation, which 

was on the chart of the 30 most popular LPs in Finland in August. He noted that 

ordinary Funk and Electro songs, and even “disco pop” music were renamed as “break 

dance-music”,268 which arguably applied to the compilation, although it had also real 

Rap songs like G.L.O.B.E. & Whiz Kid’s “Play That Beat Mr. D.J.” and World’s Famous 

Supreme Team’s “Hey Mr. DJ”. Tenkanen considered the term “Break Dance-music” 

overall as an “artificial creation” because “street dancers” had already danced to 

“street funk, electro and disco funk”.269 One of Charles Salter’s students told in an 

interview that Salter played Prince’s music in his dance classes in Helsinki. As to 

Breakdance at that time, original b-boy Anthony ‘Cholly Rock’ Horne has criticized 

“electro techno” music, which was used in the Beat Street movie. His generation did 

not use that type of music in the past when they “break danced”.270  

 

On the Finnish radio in 1984, DJ Tapani Ripatti with DJ Hannu Kinnunen continued in 

a new radio program called Ocsid (the word ‘disco’ spelled backwards). The present 

writer recalls having heard real Rap and Hip Hop songs from that program. One of 

them was the aforementioned “Play That Beat Mr. D. J.”. Others were, for example, 

Kurtis Blow’s “Under Fire” and “8 Million Stories”.271 The present writer also 

remembers vividly how DJ Ripatti announced in the Ocsid radio program in August 

1984 that Breakdance had finally arrived in Finland while he played Chuck Chill Out’s 
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“Hip Hop on Wax – Volume 1”, which used DJ-techniques like scratching and had a 

breakbeat kind of feeling in it.272 

 

At the beginning of 1984, the US-based correspondent Nina Easton in the Suosikki 

magazine had defined the term ‘hip hop’ as a sound which DJ Grandmixer D.ST had 

created to add “more action to the disco nights”. The sound allegedly originated from 

an accident when the record was spun backwards in preparation for playing it after the 

record in progress. The back spinning motion created a “squealing, scratching sound” 

that could be heard if the DJ had forgotten to close the output channel when the DJ 

spun the record backwards. Allegedly, this sound was disseminated with the help of 

Herbie Hancock’s “Rockit”, in which Grandmixer D.ST DJed.273 In September 1984, 

Easton told the readers of Suosikki that “Hip-Hop culture” had been around in “the 

[B]lack Bronx, New York” even for four years, from where it “spread around the world” 

with the help of Flashdance and the Rock Steady Crew, and of Michael Jackson’s 

“Moonwalk steps”. She stated that Hip Hop was not only about Breakdance or Rap 

music as Europeans seemed to think. In fact, it was a way of life, which included also 

“art, literature and clothing”. She referred also to graffiti when she noted that buildings 

in New York were decorated with “sparkling Hip-Hop paintings” and mentioned “Hip-

Hop Graffiti products”. The most important “Hip Hop luminary” at the time was arguably 

“Hip Hop singer Afrika Bambaataa”.274 The term ‘hip hop’ was used also in the OK 

magazine in July 1984 when it meant Breakdance, “Rap-music”, and graffiti.275  

 

The Suosikki magazine published an article in September 1984 and a cartoon in 

October 1984, whose depictions of Breakdance were controversial, as Antti-Ville Kärjä 

has argued.276 The cartoon suggested that Breakdance was originated from criminal 

activities when it, for example, depicted a scene in which a young boy with a gun 

threated an older woman who beat the youngster, which led him accidently to do a 

cartwheel, and another scene, in which a youngster did a similar accidental cartwheel 

when he was kicked out from a group home for young boys because he “had not killed 

at least 8 people and skinned them” as it was stated in a speech bubble. Because all 

the characters in these scenes were dark-skinned, the scenes referred to people of 

African descent as criminals. On the other hand, there was also a scene, in which a 

drunken man was depicted to vomit after he had done somersaults, on which one of 
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the cartoon characters commented that he was “break dancing”.277 Kärjä has 

suggested that the latter connected Breakdance with a Finnish tradition of excessive 

alcohol drinking. The cartoon series in Suosikki, which the cartoon belonged to, was 

specialized to humorize various people and events, so its allegedly humorous 

depiction of Breakdance stemmed from that backdrop to some degree,278 but 

otherwise its characterizations were seemingly racist. 

 

Dallas Sedvall who wrote the Breakdance article in Suosikki in September 1984 

argued in the article that Breakdance was originally based on an idea of boosting and 

celebrating the self-esteem of Black people, and “it belonged to Black artists”, whilst 

white people just cashed in on the Breakdance phenomenon. Sedvall made 

unsubstantiated claims like clinics were full of patients with neck injuries caused by 

break dancing, Breakdance was originally used for rehearsals for gang fights, and 

“white Breakdance businessmen” with their affiliates paid Black people to say that 

Breakdance had reduced juvenile delinquency in slum areas because the 

businessmen wanted to sell more “break records” and movies to the white general 

public. Sedvall met an alleged Breakdance “expert” in the Bronx, who confirmed the 

ideas of the supremacy of Black people in Breakdance and Breakdance’s role in the 

rehearsals for fights. 279  

 

Antti-Ville Kärjä has suggested that the article partly stemmed from sensationalism 

Suosikki was arguably known about while it also was related to “a discussion of 

authenticity” regarding what was real Breakdance because Sedvall claimed that the 

Breakdance movie gave a misleading picture of real Breakdance which had allegedly 

died in the Bronx.280 The big headlines in Sedvall’s article told that “Breakdance [was] 

Contempt for white people!”, which supports the idea of sensationalism, but Suosikki 

asked its readers’ opinions of the Breakdance movie in a brief paragraph that was 

attached to the article.281 The latter shows that the article was also meant to get the 

readers to involve in the discussion; the provocative headlines could have been made 

for provoking answers from the readers.  

 

Suosikki in its next issue claimed that feedback to the article was huge, although the 

article that discussed the feedback was short. According to the magazine, dozens of 
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the readers had stated in their letters that “Breakdance belong[ed] to Black people” 

and many of the readers would have wanted “a Black girl” in a leading role instead of 

a white girl whilst in one letter it was told that “break” belonged to all. Some of the 

readers considered white people’s interest in Breakdance as a symbol of “friendship 

and the peace movement”, which might have referred to the equality between races 

because another reader acknowledged the friendship between “a white girl and two 

Negro boys”, which was depicted in the movie, as a symbol of peace.282  

 

The idea of the self-esteem of African Americans in Hip Hop was supported by 

opinions from Hip Hop enthusiasts in the US years later, which Michael Jeffries has 

discussed in his Hip Hop study. Those opinions suggest that African American Hip Hop 

enthusiasts have considered Hip Hop as an African American creation, in which 

African Americans have been the key actors, while white Hip Hop enthusiasts have 

usually admitted that Hip Hop was originally an African American creation, but later the 

meaning of race in Hip Hop was rendered obsolete.283 The latter resembles the 

opinions of the Finnish enthusiasts in 1984. 

 

At the end of 1984, the Suosikki magazine in its article discussed “rap culture” which 

included graffiti, “rap music”, and breaking. The article was based on Steven Hager’s 

Hip Hop study, which was originally published in 1984. The article claimed that gang 

fights had decreased remarkably in the Bronx since 1976, especially, because of the 

Zulus gang that rather played music and danced than fought with others. Thus, this 

contradicted Dallas Sedvall’s claim of Breakdance as the kind of rehearsals for gang 

fights, although, as the article stated, sometimes fists were needed to decide the 

winner in a Breakdance contest. Kool Herc was presented as a DJ who played “hard 

funky” music in the style of Rap while other DJs played Disco music until these DJs 

began to copy Herc. Afrika Bambaataa was oddly presented as the inventor of “Rap 

music”, who began to speak with the “Rap voice” to the beat of music in February 1982 

when he DJed in a party in the Bronx. Grandmaster Flash was brought out as one of 

the three DJs in the Bronx, in addition to Herc and Bambaataa, who “mastered b-

beat[s]”.284 All of these claims can be found from Steven Hager’s Hip Hop study, but 

the claim of Afrika Bambaataa’s role in Rap as its inventor, for which there is no 

evidence.285 
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By depicting Kool Herc as the DJ who played “hard funk” instead of Disco, the article 

distinguished the Rap music phenomenon from the Disco phenomenon. The 

difference between Rap and Disco was pointed out also when the article explained 

that Rap in the form of “rap funk” superseded the Disco phenomenon, and when 

Breakdance (Breaking) was associated with “hard funk” music, which came from Black 

dancers, although previously Disco-oriented Puerto Ricans continued Breakdance.286 

Suosikki had stated already in its May 1984 issue that Breakdance “was born in the 

slum areas as an alternative culture to the commercial disco” phenomenon, and, as 

mentioned before, Mikko Montonen and General Njassa had criticized Disco earlier in 

the Soundi magazine articles in 1983, but otherwise the connection between Disco 

and the “rap culture” (Hip Hop) was not seriously challenged until this late 1984 

article.287  

 

On the other hand, it could be argued that multiple mentions of Rap and Breakdance 

being from the streets in the present writer’s article, at the very least, implicitly 

underline the difference between discotheques and the street aspect of Hip Hop. 

However, the Suosikki magazine connected these aspects when it, in August 1984, 

presented Breakdance and Electric Boogie clothes in an article. The magazine clearly 

stated that “you can run straight to a discotheque” with those street clothes because 

discotheques at the time allegedly accepted the relaxed clothing.288 

 

Therefore, Hip Hop, which was known in the form of Rap in Finnish discotheques 

starting from the beginning of 1980, was connected to the Disco phenomenon until 

1984 when the connection between these two phenomena began to be seriously 

questioned in Suosikki.289 Otherwise Rap songs, in which it was said rhymes to the 

beat of music, were mainly connected with Funk music between 1980 and 1984. Rap 

songs were popular also outside discotheques because they had ended up on the 

Finnish charts since 1980. The year 1983 was the kind of culmination in the success 

of Rap in Finland because of the first Finnish Rap MCs, the increased Rap discussion 

in the Finnish music magazines, especially in Blues News and Soundi, and Rap on 

the Finnish radio. 
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Breakdance, particularly in Flashdance and the Rock Steady Crew documentary, was 

noticed by Finnish Hip Hop enthusiasts already in 1983, but starting from the summer 

of 1984, the popularity of Breakdance increased remarkably when concluded from the 

Finnish press, especially from the Suosikki magazine and the Finnish mainstream 

newspaper, Helsingin Sanomat, which covered the Breakdance phenomenon in 

Finland. The movies Breakdance and Beat Street, and the video, Wild Style, in 

particular, affected the future break dancers. Also Finnish dance schools noticed 

Breakdance in the summer of 1984 and there emerged Breakdance classes and 

contests including a Finnish Breakdance championship, or two of them.  

 

Suosikki in the late 1984 article stated that Breakdance was danced as far as in 

Sodankylä that was located in northern Finland, whilst Helsinki was located in southern 

Finland. Interviews with early Finnish break dancers suggest that Breakdance was 

danced also, at the very least, in Jyväskylä, Riihimäki, Rovaniemi, and Turku by the 

end of 1984.290 Practically, Breakdance was danced around Finland then. Overall, Rap 

music and Breakdance were part of the Finnish cultural environment when a new year 

1985 began. 
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Appendix: Some of Kool Herc’s Places of Hip Hop in the Bronx  

All pictures by Harri Heinilä (2019). 

 

 
1520 Sedgwick Ave. The birthplace of Hip Hop? 
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One of Kool Herc’s first places of Hip Hop, the Twi-Lite Zone Disco, was located at 

2019 Jerome Ave, according to Coke La Rock, Herc’s DJ / MC partner at the time. 
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But a flyer says that the Twi-Lite Zone Disco was located at 2003 Jerome Ave. 
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The Webster P.A.L. (the Police Athletic League) building was located at 2255 

Webster Ave. Kool Herc was one of the many Hip Hop DJs who played there.  
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